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Abstract 

Purpose 

This research investigates the role and perceptions of quantity surveyors experienced with sustainable 

building projects and how they are able contribute as well as influence designs to address sustainability 

issues on projects.  

Design 

To determine the considerations that affect quantity surveyors’ perceptions towards sustainability in the 

construction industry, a literature review was carried out. This was followed by the development of an 

online survey formed of both structured and semi-structured questions that were issued out to South 

African quantity surveyors. This study administers online surveys distributed online to quantity 

surveyors on the ASAQS and the Green Building Council database consisting of 1499 registered 

members and 59 members respectively. Furthermore, in depth interviews were carried out with four 

quantity surveyors who had experience with green building projects.  

Findings 

South Africa is accustomed to traditional building methods and the adoption of and adaptation to 

alternative building techniques is challenging to implement in the industry. The main barriers to 

sustainable building designs were the perceived higher cost of the materials as well as the lack of 

training and knowledge consultants have on material choices. Quantity surveyors nevertheless 

regarded the early design stages of a construction project as an ideal avenue for contribution towards 

sustainable building designs. Based on interviews conducted, professional quantity surveyors with 

experience on green building projects were more likely to contribute towards sustainable building 

specifications due to lessons learnt and knowledge from previous projects. However, quantity surveyors 

believed they generally have little influence towards green building specifications as the client and 

architect have the final say on what is incorporated into a building. 

Practical implications 

The research study has provided a greater understanding of the role played by cost consultants on 

sustainability projects and how they can provide value to clients on such projects.  

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The research concludes that Quantity surveyors are aware that they play a minor role player on project 

teams when it comes to providing alternative building specifications. It was acknowledged that quantity 

surveyors have limited experience on sustainable technologies and that further training and education 

in this regard is essential for them to add value to projects. 

It is recommended that further research be undertaken to obtain a larger sample size to get a clearer 

view of the perception of quantity surveyors advising on building specifications to support sustainable 

building developments.  
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1 Chapter One: Background and Purpose of Study 

1.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the background of the research importance of sustainability in the building 

industry, followed by a general discussion on the quantity surveyors role in building projects and their 

connection with sustainability aspects. This section develops the key research questions and objectives 

of the paper followed by identifying the methodology approach as well as the research justification for 

undertaking this study. 

1.2 Background 

At the 1992 Rio Earth Summit, Agenda 21 was articulated as the brainchild for sustainable 

developments and it is now globally agreed that sustainability is an integral part of the decision-making 

process (Du Plessis, 2002; Zainul-Abidin, 2008).  This focus on sustainability has consequently led to 

a global to shift towards buildings that are sustainable (Berardi, 2011).  

Environmental issues in the construction industry are increasingly being considered, as clients and 

design teams become more conscious of the impacts (Ball, 2002). Eco labelling schemes have been 

developed to adopt values of environmental designs along with enhancing environmental standards in 

the economy (Galarraga, 2002; Ball, 2002). An example of Eco-labelling scheme used in the building 

industry in South Africa is the Green Star SA rating system which started in 2009 and continues to be 

implemented by the Green Building Council of South Africa (GBCSA, 2015). The Green Star SA rating 

system is based on the Australian Green Star rating system but has been adapted to suit local and 

environmental conditions (Rogerson and Sims, 2012). The availability of tools such as the Green Star 

SA rating system is seen to encourage the adoption of more green buildings in South Africa (Windapo, 

2014). 

The green building terminology leans towards the environmental impacts building have whilst 

sustainability takes on a wholistic approach on building developments that considers economic and 

social aspects of building designs (Wedding and Crawford-Brown, 2007). Like Zuo and Zhao, (2014), 

this paper interchangeably refers to sustainability and green building as both terms have common 

elements and because green buildings contributes significantly towards sustainable developments 

(Wedding and Crawford-Brown, 2007). 

For environmental attributes to be adequately considered on projects a superior design team is 

essential (Elforgani and Rahmat, 2010). Samarasinghe et al. (2012) describes that input from the 

architect, mechanical and electrical engineers have the most influence on the development of green 

building projects. Quantity surveyor’s role is to provide cost advice of designs, prepare procurement 

documentation and manage costs to ensure the client’s cost objectives are achieved (Matipa et al., 
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2008). The quantity surveyors’ active involvement on construction projects provides them with an 

opportunity to influence green building designs along together with other industry stakeholders 

(Windapo, 2012).    

As client’s needs, markets, and the professionals are constantly changing in the construction industry, 

quantity surveyors are constantly being challenged to do more to earn their fees (Ashworth et al., 2013). 

The professionals in the design team should therefore be challenged more and evolve with clients 

looking for services that are innovative and beyond the traditional services offered to be in line with the 

changing industry needs (Chong et al., 2012). Quantity surveyors have the analytical skills from working 

on traditional buildings to fully understand design and construction that will facilitate them to contribute 

positively in the planning stages of the project (Ashworth et al., 2013). 

The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) (2009) acknowledges that quantity surveyors’ skills 

in measuring building works are well suited to advising project stakeholders on alternative building 

materials for development and pricing. Furthermore, such professionals have the capability to make 

positive contributions to projects that not only benefit the client by adding value but to the environment 

as a whole (Ashworth et al., 2013). Given that sustainability issues are becoming more prominent in the 

future (Boswell and Walker, 2004), The choice of any alternative material specified ought to have an 

impact on the environment (RICS, 2009). Therefore, decisions made on the appropriate specifications 

of materials require a comprehensive assessment that guarantees that the environmental impacts are 

minimal (RICS, 2009). 

Lützkendorf and Lorenz (2007) however both recognise that there exists minimal literature and 

consciousness within the construction sector of how building performance and sustainable design can 

add value to the buildings. For the industry and governments, it is no longer sustainable and cost 

effective in continuing to place a high focus on the initial capital cost of a building whilst disregarding 

the environmental impacts and cost over the life of the building (Bartlett and Howard, 2000). 

Sustainable development and construction seek to improve the quality of human life (Hill and Bowen, 

1997). As the importance and awareness of sustainable development is growing (Ekundayo et al., 

2011), it is important to consider what attributes can be managed to achieve the sustainability goals. 

Mora (2007) considers the management of materials as one of the main solutions to achieving 

sustainability. According to Treloar et al. (2001), the following principles are considered when specifying 

appropriate building materials for green buildings: 

 Using materials with considerable amounts of recycled content such as bricks, timber and steel

materials;

 Considering the possibility of a second use for the materials at the end of the buildings life although

there is no guarantee that they will be reused;

 Making use of reused products;

 Having minimal construction waste from inception to project closeout;
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 Choosing products with a long life. Selecting materials that are more durable in the long run will

have a reduced environmental impact as compared to remanufacturing the same product again;

and

 Applying financial life cycle costing on the selection of materials with the aim of having a minimal

life cycle cost.

The above criteria is further supported by Mora (2007) who argues that in order for the built environment 

to comply with sustainability, projects should involve the use of renewable and recyclable materials. 

1.3 The role of quantity surveyors on building projects 

The professional quantity surveyor provides financial advice with initial cost as well as future costs of a 

project for the design team (Matipa et al., 2008). Sonson and Kulatunga (2014) view the quantity 

surveyor’s primary role in the construction industry to quantify and cost of construction works, whilst 

controlling and reporting of those costs to clients on a project. As value and cost of time are considered 

an important criterion for the client, there is an increasing need for design teams to focus on adding 

value to projects for the benefit of the client (Cartlidge, 2006). According to Ashworth et al. (2013), 

quantity surveyors are viewed as the cost experts in the construction industry that have an influential 

role in contributing their knowledge to developments and providing clients with the appropriate advice 

on costs and value in the industry. The knowledge areas of a quantity surveyor can extend from building 

projects, to specialised roles in engineering and industrial services which provide them with the 

opportunity to contribute and significantly influence design decisions (Ashworth et al., 2013).  

According to the RICS (2009), informed quantity surveyors have the opportunity to provide not only 

financial advice at the design stage which considers the capital costs, risks and value aspects but, 

factors that drive sustainability as well as the impact of the building’s lifecycle costs. Working together 

with the client and the professional team, the quantity surveyor can effectively contribute towards the 

business case by providing realistic costs on alternative designs and construction that meet the overall 

business objectives whilst incorporating sustainable aspects (Matipa et al., 2008). It is therefore 

important for the project stakeholders to receive a clear briefing from the client on their project 

requirements in order to ensure sustainability is carried out from the planning phase to procurement to 

construction (Matipa et al., 2008). Designs and ideas developed for the client at the early stage will 

impact the client’s decision to invest,  rent or sell the potential building (RICS, 2009). 

1.4 The role of quantity surveyors and sustainability: The problem area 

The quest for sustainability has led governments and construction industry players to design strategies, 

policies, regulations, laws, initiatives that call for more adoption of sustainable buildings (Ortiz et al., 

2009). This quest has largely been driven by emissions which, are forecasted to keep growing at par 

with industrial growth rates as energy demands by the buildings continue to grow (IPCC, 2007).  The 
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ability to reduce these levels of emission makes it worthwhile to give sustainability issues more attention 

in both developed and developing countries (Ortiz et al., 2009). The assessment of sustainability in 

terms of materials and processes applied in construction is particularly useful as a starting point for the 

reduction of the negative environmental impacts (Van Reenen, 2014).  The challenge with applying 

assessment tools is that the construction sector may not be conversant with these performance 

matrices as there is a shortage of expertise to predict the performance of alternative building materials 

in a buildings lifecycle (de Villiers, 2012). 

Boswell and Walker (2004) acknowledged that within the building environment, there is a lack of 

sufficient technically training to low and middle level professionals to ensure sustainability in the 

industry. Although sustainability is the necessary motivation for change in the construction industry 

(Ashworth et al., 2013), in developing countries, such as South Africa, the private sector serves a small 

market for sustainability developments. In the government sector in developing countries, there is also 

a lack of initiatives to develop the growth of sustainable projects (Alkilani and Jupp, 2013). Therefore, 

there is a need to introduce incentives or opportunities into the market to ensure sustainability can be 

applied into the construction industry (Boswell and Walker, 2004; Ofori, 2006).  

Furthermore, within the built environment, sustainability principals are not generally applied due to the 

use of inappropriate traditional procurement systems that do not explicitly allow for sustainability 

consideration during the delivery projects (Rwelamila et al., 2000). The client’s traditional procurement 

systems generally employ the architect as the principal design consultant to provide significant 

architectural input followed by engineers, quantity surveyors and then the contractor (Ngowi, 1998). 

Irrespective of the multiple roles and personalities in the industry, there is limited contribution to the 

overall project design, resource and waste management at different stages of the project (Ngowi, 1998). 

Modern day developers/clients are however increasingly demanding from the architects and/or 

engineers to prepare solutions or final scheme designs that are well thought out for the life of the built 

structures (Mora, 2007). This provides the opportunity for consultants at the planning and procurement 

stages to offer advice on alternative material solutions that can reduce environmental impacts whilst 

still meeting the client’s intent (RICS, 2009). 

Research undertaken by Sonson and Kulatunga (2014) however showed that quantity surveyors place 

little importance on environmental sustainability issues in delivering their traditional services. Bartlett 

and Howard (2000) also argue that only specialists that understand the technologies involved in 

alternative building materials should be giving the advice unfortunately quantity surveyors are extremely 

conservative in costing such developments. Karunasena (2016), however notes that consultants may 

not be motivated in developing sustainable proposals for projects due to lack of rewards and incentives. 

Professionals within the industry need to be at the forefront of driving for sustainability in maximising 

the building’s serviceability and functionality (Lützkendorf and Lorenz, 2007). This can be done through 

contributions that are not only focused towards the environmental considerations but also to the 
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protection of social values, human health and wealth (Lützkendorf and Lorenz, 2007).  Decisions made 

at the early stages of the project considering and reviewing sustainability issues will have an impact on 

the final outcome of a buildings (RICS, 2009). It is therefore vital to raise issues of sustainability in the 

initial stages of the project where feasibility of technical and economic alternatives is generated and 

ranked in order to construct the best possible project for the client (Essa and Fortune, 2005). 

The selection of appropriate materials is viewed by Treloar et al. (2001) as a key issue encountered at 

project inception and can be utilised to drive sustainability on building projects. In considering material 

choices, all building professionals need to have sustainability as the key driving force in the decision-

making process (Van Reenen, 2014). The decision should be one that not only provides a solution for 

the client, but considers the local economy as well as minimise the overall impact on environmental 

resources throughout the project lifecycle (RICS, 2009). For instance, the use of locally manufactured 

materials or aspects that make use of the local supply chain or other social aspects to further improve 

the sustainability of the project (Van Reenen, 2014). 

Professional quantity surveyors have developed skills in keys areas relating to technology, information 

management, culture and economic aspects that can be expertly applied on projects at appropriate 

levels through training and practice (Ashworth et al., 2013). They play an important part in the delivery 

of sustainable building developments at every stage of the project lifecycle (RICS, 2009). Their success 

will depend on their ability to adapt to changes and continuous development of their skills and 

competencies to contribute to meeting client’s objectives (Chong et al., 2012).  

When it comes to selection and use of sustainable building materials, necessary knowledge, 

competence and expertise is required (Karunasena et al., 2016). This means that the industry 

stakeholders should be able to inform the clients beforehand on the best building materials for 

sustainable buildings, how the end product will look like and also how it will benefit them and the 

environment (Meacham, 2010).  The selection of appropriate materials is viewed by Treloar et al. (2001) 

as a key issue encountered in building projects. This role can be largely played by the quantity surveyor 

through bills of quantities which other stakeholders such as the engineer, architect and consultants will 

rely heavily on (Matipa et al., 2008).  Potts and Ankrah  (2014) acknowledge that the quantity surveyor 

can provide value to the client by considering sustainability aspects to eliminate unnecessary functional 

costs, life cycle costs,  opportunity costs and specification costs.  

Boswell and Walker (2004) acknowledged that within the building environment, there is a lack of 

sufficient players who are trained to support sustainability. Zuo and Zhao, (2014) further support this by 

stating that education and training plays a key part in changing the behaviour of players towards 

considering sustainability aspects. Lewis (2004), further highlights that the traditional design processes 

of projects, which are once off, do not generally make provision for sustainable design strategies 

between team members. Due to the fragmentation in the building industry, some participants may have 

a limited contribution to the overall project design (Ngowi, 1998) as well as shared knowledge and 
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experience amongst key players (Blayse and Manley, 2004). Research undertaken by Sonson and 

Kulatunga (2014) shows that quantity surveyors place little importance on environmental sustainability 

issues. Professionals in the building industry need to drive for sustainable development (Karunasena 

et al., 2016).   

1.5 Research Problem  

The research problem can be stated as follows: 

Informed quantity surveyors have the opportunity to provide not only financial advice at the 

design stage which considers the capital costs, risks and value aspects but, factors that drive 

sustainability as well as the impact of the building’s lifecycle costs. Quantity surveyors arguably 

have sufficient knowledge and skills to advice clients and consultants on sustainable issues but 

fail to do so. 

1.6 Research Question 

The research question has a primary question with four subsidiary questions: 

Do quantity surveyors have sufficient knowledge in sustainable building developments to effectively 

engage and advise on strategies for sustainable specifications at a project planning level? 

From the above primary question, four subsidiary questions need to be subsequently addressed: 

1. How can we identify quantity surveyors who are sufficiently knowledgeable and can provide

sustainability advice?

2. Where do quantity surveyors attain the knowledge regarding sustainable building developments?

3. What is the quantity surveyors’ impression to giving advice on alternative building materials based

on their knowledge of the building industry and previous experience?

4. To what extent do quantity surveyors perceive themselves to be able to influence project changes

at planning stages in favour of sustainability?

5. What are the factors that influence quantity surveying practices to adopt a different mind-set to

sustainable thinking and pricing?

1.7 Research assumptions 

To guide this study, the research assumption may be stated as: 

There is a role for quantity surveyors in South Africa to engage and provide strategic advice on 

sustainable projects at an early stage of a project. However quantity surveyors do not perceive 

themselves having a major role in effectively engaging and advising sustainability aspects of projects. 
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1.8 Research aim and objectives 

This research aims to provide insight into the perceptions of quantity surveyors on their ability advising 

sustainable building developments at the project planning phase in South Africa.  

The following objectives of this research to: 

- Determine the self-perception of quantity surveyors towards advising on alternative building

specifications for sustainable buildings designs;

- To understand how to recognize quantity surveyors with the appropriate knowledge to provide

insights on sustainable building;

- Establish to which degree, their willingness to give advice on sustainable building materials based

on their knowledge of the building industry and previous experience;

- Gauge the ability of quantity surveyors to influence project changes at planning stages in favour

of sustainability; and

- Identify factors that influence quantity surveying professionals to adopt a different mind-set to

sustainable thinking and material costing.

1.9 Proposed research design and methodology 

The research methodology makes use of both qualitative and quantitative approaches as discussed by 

Fellows and Liu (1997) and Babbie and Mouton (2005).  Both approaches provide greater insight into 

the research problems from understanding multiple viewpoints (Creswell, 2013). 

Literature from published online articles, journals, books and the internet provides background 

information to understand to what extent quantity surveyors are involved in advising on specifications 

and their understanding of sustainable building developments. 

This research paper gathers the quantitative and qualitative data using online surveys and interviews. 

The collected data is analysed and discussed to draw conclusions. 

To identify the perceptions of practitioners registered on the ASAQS database as well as distributed to 

practitioners in the Green Building Council South Africa (GBCSA) website. The intention of selecting 

the GBCSA as a part of the population is not only to identify the extent of quantity surveyors who are 

registered as Green Star accredited professional but to obtain clearer insight on from these practitioners 

on the research problem as opposed to only using practitioners registered on the ASAQS database.  

Concurrently, interviews were undertaken with practitioners who as lead quantity surveyors had first-

hand knowledge and experience working on green building projects. The interviews explored the roles 

quantity surveyors played and understand how they perceived their role to be different on green building 
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projects. The interviews also identified the lessons learned on green building projects to see how 

quantity surveyors can contribute more towards sustainable developments. 

1.10 Limitations  

This study did not focus on the perceptions of quantity surveyors towards sustainability aspects outside 

South Africa. Furthermore, the research was limited to the role quantity surveyors played in the initial 

pre- contract stage in projects and not during project execution.  

As perceptions are subjective, the participants views may not be a true reflection of the entire industry 

as each have their own unique experiences. Furthermore, due to the limited literature on green buildings 

and sustainability in the South African construction industry, literature has been drawn from international 

sources. Another notable limitation the research faces is the risk that insufficient responses will be 

collected from the online surveys as practitioners may have busy schedules and thus unable to 

complete to surveys. This may impact on the validity and generalisability of the findings.  

1.11 Research justification 

According to, the construction industry is facing a real challenge as it tries to achieve sustainability. 

These challenges therefore require a global solution for improving peoples well-being without negatively 

impacting on other or the environment (Vanegas, 2003). According to Pearce (2003), solutions are 

required for challenges such excessive construction waste, resources consumption, environmental 

degradation, schedule delays and budget overrun among other challenges that face most construction 

projects.  

Furthermore, the social characteristics of sustainability are generally not as adequately addressed by 

stakeholders compared to the environmental aspects during the development process of the project 

(Edum-Fotwe and Price, 2009).  

The importance of the study therefore allows for professionals in project teams to think imaginatively in 

their recommendations on specifications for sustainable developments. Through the understanding of 

sustainability framework, consultants can apply practical thinking in their approach to their work and 

findings from this study can be used as a real world example to see the challenges, issues and solutions.  

This study further creates awareness on the capabilities of quantity surveyors that is not only limited to 

the traditional services but on value adding services that will benefit the client and the environment. 
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1.12 Structure of the report 

The report is broken down in five sections: 

Chapter 2 contains a review of already published literature on the issue which provides the framework 

of sustainability and the impact of material specifications. The chapter begins by looking at how the built 

environment can be made sustainable and then looks at green rating systems from various parts of the 

globe. The principals of sustainability are then assessed with a view to documenting the challenges 

facing the industry in the quest for sustainability. The role professional’s play in delivery of sustainable 

specifications, quantity surveyors’ role in determining costs and advising on sustainability development 

are also reviewed.  

The primary areas therefore that are the concern of this study is covered in Chapter 2 are the following: 

(1) Sustainability in the built environment

(2) Collaboration towards sustainability in the South African construction industry

(3) Construction professional lifecycle costing and

(4) The quantity surveyor’s role in sustainability

Chapter 3 reviews the methodology applied to gather data in the context of the specific theoretical 

approach to be followed to address the research objectives. 

Chapter 4 presents the findings obtained from the research using the applied methodology in chapter 

three. An analysis on the findings is also be carried out in this chapter comparing it with the review of 

existing literature in chapter two. 

Chapter 5 provides conclusions and recommendations in the framework of the research objectives. 

Possibilities for further research are discussed in this chapter. 
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2 Chapter Two: Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter contains the literature review that provides the framework of sustainability and the impact 

of material specifications. The chapter begins by looking at sustainability in the built environment to 

provide an overview of the topic under study and to lay the ground work in terms of standard definitions. 

The role of building environment professionals in the delivery of sustainable specifications follows where 

each professional is analysed to enable the researcher to build the case towards collaboration as 

identified in some of the works later covered; this also sheds light on the critical role played by the 

quantity surveyors in determining costs and advising on sustainability development which is addressed 

in detail. 

Quantity surveyors primarily provide financial as well as contract administration and procurement advice 

on construction projects (Nkado and Meyer, 2001; Mbachu, 2015). In new marketplaces however, the 

dynamic profession of the quantity surveying (Olawumi and Ayegun, 2016) is faced with growing 

challenges and opportunities (Dada and Jagboro, 2015). Hiew and  Ng (2007) writes that there is 

increasing emphasis on sustainable construction in the built environment and that is a threat to quantity 

surveyors are viewed as lacking the skills to give strategic advice on such projects. Frei et al., (2013) 

also argues that this market growth for sustainable construction provides an opportunity for quantity 

surveying firms to develop and market their services in this sector.  

2.2 Sustainability in the built environment 

The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) describes sustainability to be a dynamic balance 

of social, economic and environmental elements that can be applied at an international, national and 

local level of an economy (RICS, 2009). It is now a globally agreed notion that sustainability should form 

a part of the decision-making process (Zainul-Abidin, 2008).  There is a growing focus on sustainability 

that has led the built industry to shift more focus towards the production of buildings that are deemed 

to be sustainable (Berardi, 2011).  

The quest for sustainability has kept governments, other bodies and players in the industry busy 

designing strategies, policies, regulations, laws, initiatives to push for more adoption of sustainable 

buildings (Arif et al., 2009). The key driving force behind this quest for sustainability has largely been 

emissions, which are forecasted to keep rising at par with industrial levels as energy demands by the 

buildings increase (IPCC, 2007).  The ability of buildings to reduce these projected levels of emission 

to the minimal makes it credible for more attention to the building sector (IPCC, 2007). This leads to the 

need for sustainability rating methods to rank buildings in terms of their sustainability or greenness (Arif 

et al., 2009). 
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2.2.1 Principles of sustainability 

For quantity surveyors to deliver on sustainable aspects of projects, practitioners should understand 

the principals of sustainability (SACQSP, 2012). To gain a broad view of sustainability, the principals of 

sustainability are broken down into three essential characteristics that can be broken down into further 

issues (Hill and Bowen, 1997; Edum-Fotwe and Price, 2009) namely: 

 Economic sustainability

Economic sustainability relates to the exchange of goods and services. Sustainable developments have 

the ability to generate an increasing per capita of quality of life over a period, which leads to improved 

real incomes, healthier well-being and education of people, enhanced value of natural and built 

environments. This is enhanced through any incremental profitability that results from benefits of more 

efficient use of resources (Pearce, 2003). To achieve the economic benefits of green buildings the 

environmental and social costs must be suitably priced (Eichholtz et al., 2010) 

 Environmental sustainability

Environmental sustainability relates to recognising the limits of our environment and the need to 

consume resources less to maintain a healthy state (Vanegas, 2003). This further entails avoiding 

irreversible environmental changes through optimal use of resources, waste management and 

protection (Pearce, 2003). 

 Social sustainability

Social sustainability looks at improvement of the quality of life and is viewed as one of the most 

challenging aspects to define (Hill and Bowen, 1997) as it is an ever-evolving concept (Vanegas, 2003). 

It has characteristics that can vary considerably from different stakeholders having diverse views that 

are also dependant on the lifecycle stage of the project (Valdes-Vasquez and Klotz, 2012). For instance, 

at the planning phase making consideration for the local community involvement on a project or 

considering the impact of the project on the workers involved. There are four fundamental areas which 

the social characteristics embrace that is, community involvement in projects, and private sector 

involvement in corporate social responsibility, design safety, and societal design (Venegas, 2003). 

Delving into the concept of community involvement, there is a direct link to the negative environmental 

consequences arising because of construction projects, local communities could however be engaged 

on the non-technical elements of construction (Vanegas, 2003). This does not only enable locals to 

derive financial gain but ensures a communal buy in into the project (Valdes-Vasquez and Klotz, 2012). 

When approaching social aspects from a corporate social responsibility perspective, such can be seen 

through the eyes of game theory (Kolk, 2003; Olander and Ladin, 2005; Mathur et al., 2008) where a 

corporate’s is held accountable for their efforts towards development of projects (Valdes-Vasquez and 

Klotz, 2012). The safety through design characteristic on the other hand incorporates measures to 
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counter safety hazards during the pre-construction phase while the social design factors collaboration 

from the team involved in designing the project towards social sustainability (Valdes-Vasquez and Klotz, 

2012). 

In their research on social considerations in the preconstruction phase, Valdes-Vasquez and Klotz 

(2012), could come up with fifty processes which they merged into six categories that clustered social 

sustainability into the contexts of the: stakeholder concerns, client considerations, team composition, 

management concerns, impact assessment, and location contexts. While acknowledging that similar 

studies had appreciated the concept of social sustainability being the result of processes, their study 

could be classified as the first to assimilate the processes into an all-inclusive framework. 

 represents the core concepts of sustainability, sharing the overlapping concepts:  

The three factors discussed are continuously changing to meet the needs of the environment and 

humans (Vanegas, 2003). Sustainable development is viewed to be achieved where there is 

optimisation of all three concepts, which are overlaid as shown in Figure 2.2-1 and referred to as the 

third order. The second order denotes the optimisation of two factors at the expense of the third factor, 

for example the environmental and economic dimension at the cost of the social aspect.  Traditionally 

on construction projects, the focus is on the economic aspect of sustainability (Edum-Fotwe and Price, 

2009). 

Incorporation of the social, economic and environmental dimensions can better promote dealing with 

sustainable issues on construction projects (Edum-Fotwe and Price, 2009). Valdes-Vasquez and Klotz 

(2012) also supports the importance of the social characteristics of sustainability as it impacts on not 

only the project but the people affected by the project. 

Figure 2.2-1 Figure 2.2 1 States of sustainability (Source: Edum-Fotwe and Price, 2009) 
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2.2.2 Evolution of Sustainability in the construction industry 

As a large consumer of resources, the construction industry has a significant impact on the natural 

environment (Hill and Bowen, 1997; Boswell and Walker, 2004; Ekundayo et al., 2011). The continued 

depletion of natural construction resources has caused the increasing need for the construction industry 

to start thinking about sustainability and development (Ekundayo et al., 2011). Sustainability is part of 

the complete project lifecycle that starts well in advance of construction and continues well after the 

construction has been completed (Hill and Bowen, 1997; Myers, 2005). It is therefore significant to 

address the issues of sustainability at the beginning of project design where a range of decisions 

regarding the project are made (Talukhaba et al., 2005, Essa and Fortune, 2008). 

Figure 2.2-2 shows the three principals interlinked in the sense that they are dependent on each other 

to some extent. Case in point, environmental impact assessment studies normally incorporate findings 

based on inputs from the social principles as a cultural input (Burdge, 2004). Environmental impact 

assessment studies are largely commissioned by governments through government agencies to ensure 

that communities do not suffer from any environmental or monetary harm (Hammond and Peterson 

2007; Hammer 2009).  

Figure 2.2-2 Sustainability in Construction (Source: Pearce, 2003) 
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2.2.3 Sustainability certification systems 

There has been global growth of green markets that has resulted in the development of certification and 

labelling programmes (Kotchen, 2006; Fuerst and McAllister, 2009). Such programmes form part of 

policies that provide markets with guidelines to willingly participate in the enhancement of environmental 

performance of building developments (Kotchen, 2006; Burnett, 2007). Furthermore, through 

certification and labelling programmes, businesses have the facility to prove their buildings have high 

performance standards (Burnett, 2007), along with showing the perceived benefits such as improved 

productivity and lower maintenance costs, making it attractive for potential occupiers (Fuerst and 

McAllister, 2009). However, whilst there are several existing certification systems, they are still voluntary 

(Fuerst and McAllister, 2009) thus their diffusion into the construction industry has identified as low by 

Berardi (2012). 

In order to assess the sustainability of buildings, various green rating systems such as Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), Building Research Establishment Environmental 

Assessment Method (BREEAM), Comprehensive Assessment System for Building Environmental 

Efficiency (CASBEE), HK-BEAM as well as the Australian and South African Green Star SA rating 

system (Rogerson and Sims, 2012) have been developed to achieve the fusion of various techniques 

to rank and rate buildings as sustainable (Castro-Lacouture et al., 2009). Certification and labelling 

programmes tools are categorised into two aspects, namely: assessment and rating. The main 

distinction is that assessment tools are quantitative while rating tools use the star-based classification 

to rate a building’s performance level (Berardi, 2011). 

The rating systems mentioned provide a framework for assessing the performance of several types of 

buildings to achieve different labels and certification (Gowri, 2004; Haapio, and Viitaniemi, 2008). The 

assessment tools cover several aspects such as life-cycle, energy utilization, water efficiency, indoor 

environmental quality and sustainability which could be based on its matter and wholesomeness of 

adoption of sustainability solutions (Castro-Lacouture et al., 2009; USGBC, 2000). Assessment of 

sustainability in terms of materials used and processes used in construction is particularly useful in that 

it provides the starting point for reduced environmental impact (IPCC, 2007). However, energy utilization 

as a performance metric is observed by Berardi (2011) as the most critical aspect in measuring 

sustainability and by virtue of this being the hardest to attain. 

The tools mentioned are used by professionals in the design team and other appropriate users in 

adopting a standard approach entailing the assessment, rating and labelling of buildings (Cole, 2005). 

It is critical to differentiate between methods that are adopted for assessment, for rating and for labelling 

as shown below: 
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 Assessment method

This refers to techniques adopted through a given framework to assess buildings in terms of their

responsiveness to environmental needs (Larsson, 2004). Cole (2005) further adds that the techniques

used in the assessment methods are generally accompanied with verification from a third party’s prior

to obtaining a rating or label.

 Rating system

Rating systems are applied within the assessment methods where scores are allocated on keys issues

resulting into an overall performance matrix (Larsson, 2004).

 Labelling system

This borrows from the above rating system with the main difference being that the industry adopts a

structured way of labelling assessing buildings and cascading this to the industry through training of

assessment experts (Larsson, 2004). Labelling systems have been developed for various building types

and are broadly accepted by owners, tenants and project teams that are looking to achieve sustainable

buildings (Larsson, 2004). Labels issued by independent third party certification programmes such as

BREEAM and LEED provide trustworthy easily recognisable labels (Cole, 2005).

2.3 Tools used to evaluate sustainability in the built environment 

To contribute towards sustainable construction, the quantity surveyor needs to be fully integrated into 

the early design stages to be proactive as well as add value to the process (Matipa et al., 2008). There 

are several tools are available to professional team such to evaluate sustainability in the built 

environment, namely: 

 Rating systems
 Lifecycle sustainability assessments
 Value management

These tools have been standardised approaches for determining costs together with environmental 

impacts of sustainable developments (Bartlett and Howard, 2000):  

2.3.1 Rating systems 

This research focuses in on four rating systems, namely, BREEAM, LEED, Green Star Rating 

(Australia) and the Green Star SA Rating tool (South Africa) as they are known to have a significant 

global influence (GBCSA, 2013). These tools consider sustainability as well as design issues ranging 

from the use of green materials, energy use, indoor air quality, recycling amongst others (Van Reenen, 

2014). The following building rating systems have been developed to quantitatively assess the 

environmental performance of buildings (Diamond, 2011): 
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2.3.1.1 British Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method 
(BREEAM) - First Generation 

BREEAM is considered as the first all-inclusive green building rating tool that was commercially 

available (Haapio and Viitaniemi, 2008; Berardi, 2011). BREEAM was set up in the early nineties in the 

UK and could well be regarded as the blue print for rating of sustainable construction in terms of how 

green buildings are assessed (Cole, 2005). The early head start gives BREEAM advantages in that it 

was used by more players since it could be regarded as a pioneer (Seo, 2002). Due to its success in 

the UK, an international version of BREEAM was created (Cole, 2005). 

The method uses a Likert scale that rates the overall greenness score of a building on a continuum 

spanning from fair (pass) to excellent (Seo, 2002). BREEAM assessments are only undertaken by 

licensed assessors (Saunders, 2008). Table 2.3-1 below indicates the assessment criteria used for 

determining environmental performance with BREEAM: 

Table 2.3-1 BREEAM Assessment Criteria 

(Source: Seo, 2002) 

With time, BREEAM has been revised to suit emerging needs and to cover different construction 

projects. Since its launch in the UK, BREEAM has been adopted in other countries in different 

continents the most significant one being in Canada given that LEED, another system born and bred in 

the USA was developed. 

2.3.1.2 Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) - First Generation 

LEED is another example of a green labelling system developed in the US in 1998 by the U.S. Green 

Building Council and covers almost any building type (Seo, 2002). It has seen its use adopted in all 

states in the US and in other countries including India and Spain (Larsson, 2004). It is worth noting, that 

this programme was heavily borrowed from its predecessor; BREEAM (Saunders, 2008). LEED 

however uses a checklist format that aggregates scores for different aspects resulting into an overall 

rating that is certified as silver, gold and platinum (Seo, 2002; Haapio and Viitaniemi, 2008). Table 2.3-2 

below indicates the assessment criteria used for determining environmental performance with LEED: 
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Table 2.3-2 LEED Assessment Criteria 

 (Source: Seo, 2002) 

Its rapid success in the US has seen some public institutions as well as organisations increasingly 

specifying LEED performance requirements in developments (Cole, 2005). This system covers over ten 

building classifications. With the exclusion of LEED for Neighbourhood Development commonly 

referred to as LEED-ND, the LEED assessment system focuses on five thematic areas which are 

outlined below (Retzlaff, 2008): 

- Ensuring site development is sustainable at all stages;

- Efficient use of water;

- Efficient use of energy;

- Materials selection; and

- Innovation in the quality of the Indoor surroundings.

With its continued implementation, the LEED system is now being used in different continents such as

Africa, America Asia and Europe (Haapio and Viitaniemi, 2008).

2.3.1.3 Green Star Rating (Australia) – Second Generation 

Green Star was established in 2003 based on the BREEAM and LEED methodology but adapted to suit 

Australian local conditions such as the large Australian area with differing climates, as well as local 

building industry standards (Saunders, 2008). As it draws knowledge from the established tools and 

tailor made to suit the Australian environmental context it is considered a second-generation tool 

(Sebake, 2008). The Green Star rating system is comprehensive evaluates aspects of building design 

of whether new or as-built, the environmental performance of buildings as well as internal fit outs of 

buildings (GBCA, 2015).  

Table 2.3-3 below indicates the assessment criteria used for determining environmental performance 

with Green Star Design and As built: 
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Table 2.3-3 Green Star List of Credits for Design and As Built Tool 

 (Source: GBCA, 2015) 

A Green Star certified rating can be undertaken by a member of the project team that is a qualified 

approved assessor with the Green Building Council Australia (Saunders, 2008). Green Star uses a 

score card approach that calculates the total points attained to determine an overall Green Star 

certification mark of 4, 5 or 6 Green Star (GBCA, 2015). 

2.3.1.4 Green Star Rating (South Africa) – Second Generation 

The Green Building Council of South Africa (GBCSA) Board was established in 2007 adopted from the 

Australian rating system and is also voluntary. This adoption was informed by the fact of the three main 

rating systems (BREEAM, LEED and GREEN Star Rating (Australia)), the GREEN Star Rating 

(Australia) was the closest to the South African building environment. This was then customised to the 

South African setting and tailored for the various sectors namely commercial, retail and/or residential.  

GBCSA uses several criteria to define what qualifies as a green building based on recyclability of 

building materials used during construction, efficient utilization of water, energy and resource efficiency 

and environmental focus in terms of minimizing negative impact (GBCSA, 2013). 

Credit Credit Sub- Criteria Points available
Green Star Accredited Professional 1
Commissioning and Tuning 4
Adaptation and Resilience 2
Building Information 2
Commitment to Performance 2
Metering and Monitoring 1
Construction Environmental Management 1
Operational Waste 1
Indoor Air Quality 4
Acoustic Comfort 3
Lighting Comfort 3
Visual Comfort 3
Indoor Pollutants 2
Thermal Comfort 2
Greenhouse Gas Emissions 20
Peak Electricity Demand Reduction 2

TRANSPORT Sustainable Transport 10
WATER Potable Water 12

Life Cycle Impacts 7
Responsible Building Materials 3
Sustainable Products 3
Construction and Demolition Waste 1
Ecological Value 3
Sustainable Sites 2
Heat Island Effect 1
Stormwater 2
Light Pollution 1
Microbial Control 1
Refrigerant Impacts 1

INNOVATION Innovation 10

LAND USE & ECOLOGY

EMISSIONS

MANAGEMENT

INDOOR ENVIRONMENT QUALITY

ENERGY

MATERIALS
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The rating system lies on a continuum starting with four star for adoption of standard practices, five star 

on the other hand reflects excellence while six-star rating depicts adherence to all global standards 

(Media Club South Africa, 2013). This is achieved through use of the following (GBCSA, 2013): 

 Management which looks at the value chain in terms of conceptualization through actualization;

 Indoor ecology management;

 Material logistics in terms of fetching it from the source to the construction site;

 Utilization of water during construction and management of the water system utilization post

completion;

 Material usage to ensure minimal environmental degradation through;

 Land use and ecology;

 Minimal emissions during formation of raw materials, customization during construction and post

construction usage emissions;

 Overall energy efficiency from and conceptualization through building usage;

 Innovation through modern technologies, ideas and benchmarking aimed at achieving the least

environmental impact.

Since the adoption of the Green star rating SA in 2009, there has been an increased adoption leading 

to more green buildings and this number is expected to have grown to over 50 within five years since 

its adoption (GBCSA, 2015). 

2.3.1.5 How rating tools impact on QS contribution to sustainability 

As focus shifts to environmental degradation globally, green rating tools used to assess sustainable 

designs have gained traction and become more popular (Dwaikat and Ali, 2016). These tools are usually 

incorporated at the design stage and are increasingly being adopted as a guiding principle (Cole, 1999). 

While this is commendable, it would be more prudent to ensure this is factored at the concept stage 

preferably at impact assessment stage and ensure the inputs of collaboration are incorporated (Wu and 

Low, 2010). As part of the design team using green rating tools, quantity surveyors can recognise the 

value of design solutions developed and aptly provide for various costing scenarios (Kohler and 

Lützkendorf, 2002).  

As quantity surveyors core competency is to determine costs, by working on green building projects, 

they can develop analytical costs and create benchmarks based using the green rating tools available 

(Rehm and Ade, 2013). As stated by Bartlett and Howard (2000), the rating and labelling tools are used 

by decision makers therefore it is important for quantity surveyor to understand and demonstrate the 

cost implications of various green costs. Quantity surveyors thus need to be knowledgeable on green 

building rating tools to be able to develop cost models that are adept green buildings and certification 

required (Seah, 2009).  
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2.3.2 Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA) 

LCSA studies the three dimensions of sustainability, the environmental, economic as well as the social 

aspects to adopt a holistic evaluation approach to determining a suitable sustainable approach to 

projects (Finkbeiner et al., 2010).  These following are useful tools used in the decision-making process 

that focuses on practical aspects of building developments (Gluch and Baumann, 2004): 

2.3.2.1 Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) (Environmental) 

The LCA method is a well-established and internationally recognised concept that is inclusive of 

environmental aspects of sustainability (Kloepffer, 2008; Finkbeiner et al., 2010). As a systematic tool, 

it is a framework (Fay et al., 2000) which assess a buildings impact on the environment from the 

manufacturing level to disposal of components in quantitative manner (Whitehead et al., 2014). 

Challenges can arise due to lack of data to carry out the assessments as well as complexities in 

construction and assigning appropriate weights to impacts (Whitehead et al., 2014).  

The following tools are available to assess environmental impacts in a variety of countries (Whitehead 

et al., 2014): 

 The BEES (Building for Environmental and Economic Sustainability)

 Envest 2 - UK

 ENVEST Au - Australia

 Athena Impact Estimator - USA

 Eco-Quantum – Netherlands

 EcoEffect – Sweden

 SBTool - Canada

 BASF SEEBALANCE - USA

 ABB LCALight - USA

 Eco-Impact Evaluator - USA

 SBAT – South Africa

Life cycle assessments are integrated into certification systems to promote sustainability (Bribián et al., 

2009). The assessments evaluate and analyse some of the following aspects on building projects to 

develop appropriate environmental strategies (Fay et al., 2000): 

 Durability of building materials (Mora, 2007);

 Embodied energy (Fay et al., 2000);

 Operational energy/ energy consumption (Fay et al., 2000; Bribián et al., 2009);

 Energy loads (Bribián et al., 2009);

 Carbon dioxide emissions (Bribián et al., 2009);

 Waste management (Bribián et al., 2009).
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2.3.2.2 Life cycle costing (LCC) approach (Economic) 

LCC has been developed as alternative methodologies for assessing sustainability on projects (Aye et 

al., 2000). LCC provides a framework to determine all real associated building costs, direct or indirect, 

are summarised to determine whether a sustainable development can be feasible (Kloepffer, 2008).  

The following aspects are considered in LCC: 

 Building operating costs

 Energy costs (including the embodied energy)

 CO2 emission savings

 Demolition/ recycling costs

The life cycle costs of a project have a direct impact on sustainability issues that need to be carefully 

considered (Boswell and Walker, 2004). These costs consider features of the building such as 

reusability, sustainability, operating, replacement and demolition costs (Boussabaine and Kirkham, 

2008). In considering whole life costs, the demonstration needs to be shown of the how lower 

maintenance costs can offset the initial high capital costs an alternative solution may have on the 

influence of the decision makers (Bartlett and Howard, 2000). However, due to the lack of availability 

of data to determine life cycle costs accurately, applying this technique can be challenging when it 

comes to costing project (Boussabaine and Kirkham, 2008). 

2.3.2.3 Social Life Cycle Assessment (SLCA) 

SLCA captures the assessment of the social impacts and benefits against societal values and goals, 

although it is difficult to quantify in a meaningful way (Finkbeiner et al., 2010; Dreyer et al., 2010). 

Although this method is still under development, there is growing attention towards the consideration of 

social aspects whilst carrying out the life cycle assessments on projects (Jørgensen et al., 2008; 

Kloepffer, 2008). The following lists some of the social indicators considered with the SLCA approach 

(Jørgensen et al., 2008; Hosseinijou et al., 2014): 

 Human rights

 Labour rights and practices and fair working conditions

 Society

 Product responsibility

 Legislation compliance

 Management issues

 Health and safety

 Socio-economic consequences

 Governance

In South Africa the Sustainable Building Assessment Tool (SBAT), which is a performance based tool, 

considers 15 areas in buildings that deal with environmental, social and economic issues (Cole, 2005; 

Gibberd, 2001). This tool addresses areas where basic human needs are not covered in other 

assessment tools and is suitable for developing countries such as South Africa (Gibberd, 2001). 
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Some social relationships considered with this tool include (Gibberd, 2001): 

 Occupant Comfort
 Inclusive Environments
 Access to Facilities
 Participation & Control
 Education, Health & Safety Local contractors

In construction developments, the selection of appropriate building materials used in buildings has a 

significant impact on the environmental, economic and social aspects and should be considered within 

the project lifecycle evaluation for better decision making (Hosseinijou et al., 2014). For example, the 

in choosing between steel and concrete for building structures, one can consider what is more socially 

favourable as a sustainable option with the following criteria (Lehmann et al., 2013; Hosseinijou et al., 

2014): 

 Communities affected by the material selection (workers and local communities) e.g.

communities close to cement production sites are affected negatively by excessive amount of

air and noise pollution during the mining of limestone for cement production.

 Working conditions in the sourcing and production of materials

 Community engagement

 Community dedication to sustainability matters

 Contribution to socio-economic performance

 Recovery at the end of the lifecycle

Few social aspects can be associated with the product/process (Jørgensen et al., 2008) and 

determining the appropriate weighting for the categories identified can be difficult (Hosseinijou et al., 

2014). It is however vital to determine and analyse the social issues of development activities to 

enhance better decision-making. 

2.3.2.4 Quantity surveyors and life cycle assessments 

Within a construction project it is essential to consider early in the project appropriate sustainable 

designs to successfully integrate sustainable features into a development (Gibberd, 2001; Essa and 

Fortune, 2008).  Life cycle costing forms the body of knowledge required by quantity surveyors (Nkado 

and Meyer, 2001). The SACQSP (2012) also identified one of the core activities/competency of a South 

African quantity surveyor is to take on whole life appraisals on projects. Quantity surveyors are well 

positioned in the design team to determine the real associated building costs from inception up to its 

anticipated life span (Seah, 2009). Aspects of environmental, economic and social issues should be 

linked in determining a projects sustainability impact and help in the decision-making process (Gluch 

and Baumann, 2004). These full costs, can used in preparing project appraisals where the whole life 

costs of the building are considered to determine a projects viability (Othman, 2007). Furthermore, 
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Green (2015) states that quantity surveyors are suitably placed to pressure the design team to consider 

whole life matters of future projects which can ultimately result in savings and efficiencies.  

2.3.3 Value management 

Value Management (VM) refers to the process of adopting a client-inspired structured approach towards 

achieving project objectives.  VM as a tried and tested process has been in place for over five decades. 

While sustainability as a term is seldom used in VM, its components for instance energy efficiency, 

waste minimization, minimized running costs are common terms in value management (Zainul-Abidin, 

2008). The ability of VM to deliver sustainability is anchored on five strengths: value management 

participants, knowledge dissemination, strategic timing, effective process and effective tools and 

techniques: 

 Role of value management participants:

Each VM is composed of three types of participants namely decision makers who are the clients 

who decide on project specifications, facilitators who raise awareness on sustainability and team 

which implements what has been targeted. 

 Knowledge dissemination:

The assembly of all participants provides an information transfer opportunity and a forum where 

sustainability can be given audience. This ensures that the process is speedier and effective 

(Fong, 2003). 

 Strategic timing:

While sustainability is meant to form part of the fabric of the entire project lifecycle, this can only 

be so if these aspects are assimilated much earlier in the project (Zainul-Abidin, 2008). 

 Effective process:

VM provides an opportunity to align objectives of each player in a systematic manner towards 

sustainable results (Zainul-Abidin, 2008). 

 Effective tools and techniques:

VM offers a myriad of tools that are geared towards a better built environment. While their tools 

are aimed at cost efficiency, this provides a bright opportunity to showcase the fact that 

sustainability is not necessarily costly to implement as is usually presumed Neasbey et al. 

(1999). 

Zainul-Abidin (2008) observed that VM has many qualities that can adopt to enhance sustainability in 

projects. This however calls for not only active participation but integration of all VM aspects in all steps 

of the project lifecycle especially at the introduction stage. Material costs are another aspect that is 

worth considering (Treloar et al., 2001) as the source of materials has been found to be a subset of 

other factors such as transport distance, country of origin, process involved and raw materials. Treloar 

et al. (2001), therefore front practical solutions to this as higher recycle content, use of local materials, 
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use of long-life materials and use of materials that do not lead to an increment in life-cycle energy over 

a building’s useful life.  

The focus of value management is to create cost effective designs that are address the client brief and 

produce better performing building projects (Aigbavboa et al., 2016 ; Kulasekara et al., 2013). However, 

in the South African construction industry value management is not fully implemented even though it is 

recognised as a vital element in the construction industry (Aigbavboa et al., 2016). Quantity surveyors 

developing cost plans in the design stages are recommended to be actively involved in the value 

management process to eliminate unnecessary costs ensuring that solutions generated are within the 

clients’ budgets (Potts and Ankrah, 2014). Karunasena et al. (2016), notes that for practitioners to lead 

the process they require the knowledge, skill and experience to in value management to achieve the 

sustainability objectives of a project.  

2.4 Challenges to attaining sustainability 

According to Ugwu and Haupt (2007), the construction industry is facing a real challenge as it tries to 

achieve sustainability. A global solution for improving peoples well-being without negatively impacting 

on other or the environment (Vanegas, 2003). Furthermore, the social characteristics of sustainability 

are not sufficiently addressed by stakeholders compared to the environmental aspects during the 

development process of projects (Edum-Fotwe and Price, 2009). According to Pearce,(2003), solutions 

are required for deal with construction challenges such excessive construction waste, resources 

consumption, environmental degradation, schedule delays and budget overruns among other 

challenges that face most construction projects.  

The following barriers to sustainability have been identified as by various authors are discussed below: 

2.4.1 Knowledge and awareness 

The SACQSP (2012) identifies one of the core competencies of a South African quantity surveyor is to 

contribute towards sustainability assessments on projects. 

The following factors have been considered to impact sustainability in the built environment: 

 Education and attitudes of stakeholders, particularly the ones that have a significant influence on

the decisions that will impact on the sustainability of the project, will have an impact on the projects

ability to be sustainable all through its lifecycle (Ugwu and Haupt, 2007);

 The short term approach in making decisions as opposed to consideration of the projects lifecycle,

preventing the ability to make effective and well thought out decisions (Ugwu and Haupt, 2007);
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 The difficultly in assessing the performance and benefits of sustainable building designs

(Lützkendorf and Lorenz, 2007). Stakeholders lack the tools that can assist in their analysis and

backup of decisions to promote sustainable developments (Ugwu and Haupt, 2007); and

 Berardi (2012) states that the challenge with sustainability is that the construction sector is not

conversant with these performance matrices as they are largely new concepts especially in most

African countries (excluding South Africa).

The above mentioned problems can however be addressed through training of stakeholders in order to 

increase their knowledge on sustainable projects (Ugwu and Haupt, 2007). Stakeholders that are well-

informed on sustainability issues accompanied by a supportive environment are likely to make high 

impact decisions on implementation of sustainability initiatives (Ngowi, 1998; Glass et al., 2008). 

2.4.2 Finance 

There is a misunderstanding that integrating sustainable designs and technologies (van den Brand, 

2004) into projects results in additional cost for projects (Lewis, 2004). This could be as results of the 

project’s failure to articulate its vision from the word go, thus more is needed to ensure that evidence of 

appropriateness of sustainability aspects exists by outlining its benefits and qualities to projects (Van 

Bueren and Priemus, 2002; van den Brand, 2004). The perceived higher cost of sustainable designs is 

a significant barrier as the client may not be have provision for sustainability aspects within a project 

(Revel and Blackburn, 2007; Eichholtz et al., 2010). Studies by Dwaikat and Ali (20160 indicate that the 

cost premium ranges between 0.4% to 21% for the development of green buildings. Winston (2010) 

opines that for there to be sustainability in the industry, higher than normal standards of quality must be 

observed in developments. These standards include; energy efficiency, the environment in which they 

are built should ensure proper cleanliness and adequate security, be close to recreational areas and 

social amenities, also residents should easily access public transport from these houses (Winston, 

2010). For such projects to be undertaken, the developers need to secure a large amount of money 

which can at times prove challenging.  

When aspects of sustainable designs and specifications are incorporated into projects, they become a 

marketing point which then leads to high selling prices for the client and therefore supporting a business 

case for the development (Lorenz et al., 2007). Hwang and Tan (2012) however state that the higher 

cost of green buildings for buyers leads to low market demand for sustainable developments. Buyers 

may feel that that buildings constructed following sustainable building policies are unaffordable and 

therefore will not buy them despite the benefits they may accrue to them in the long run and therefore 

only a few are constructed to target the high end markets (Dair and Williams, 2006; Zainul-Abidin, 2013). 

Ries et. al. (2006), noted when it comes to the final decision making, scheduling and costs are the major 

factors that are considered with little concern for the long-term benefits such as significant cost savings.  
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High building costs are thus a major barrier to industry participants implementing sustainable building 

and hence few sustainable building projects are available in the industry (Neal et al, 2000; Revel and 

Blackburn, 2007).  

2.4.3 Lack of awareness/interest towards sustainable buildings 

Sustainability aspects are among the last factors considered when a project is being commissioned 

(Neal et al, 2000). Coupled with the perceived additional cost of sustainability, those in the market to 

buy property lack awareness on the benefits of sustainable building and therefore do not demand it or 

even look for it when buying (Hakinnen and Belloni 2011). Revell and Blackburn (2007) even further 

states that most developers tend to focus more on short term capital costs rather than lessening the 

environmental effects of their buildings. 

Decision making that considers the environmental, economic and social aspects in the future can be 

filled with uncertainty of what will occur over time (Gluch and Baumann, 2004). Where stakeholders 

lack information and knowledge on sustainable systems, they tend to opt for traditional methods of 

building (Dair and Williams, 2006). Sustainability goals can be achieved through improved knowledge 

management in the construction sector (Shelbourn et al., 2006). Djokoto et al. (2014) however talks 

about the important roles professionals play in disseminating sustainable building principles 

developers/owners as well as to the project team from the inception. 

The renewed drive towards sustainability has although been faced by numerous challenges regarding 

professional team’s contribution to sustainability (Windapo, 2014). Zainul-Abidin (2008) highlights some 

of these challenges as blame to inertia among building professionals, lukewarm compliance and 

misunderstanding of what sustainability is all about. This inertia amongst the professionals has led to 

them not being at the forefront in promoting sustainability and waiting for such initiatives to be client-

driven. Shi (2008) suggests that construction professional’s do not have the sufficient experience, 

training or background in sustainable construction to implement green building solutions. With a minimal 

compliance approach, sustainability is treated as a necessary evil and makes it harder for sustainable 

projects to thrive (Shi, 2008). Sustainability experts are often called upon by the design team to take a 

lead and to incorporate sustainable value addition elements in projects (Bordass, 2000 and Vantage, 

2002). 

2.4.4 Lack of green building products 

Construction projects have been known to be major contributors to global warming through emission of 

greenhouse gases (Pearce, 2003). Sustainability largely refers to the ability to maintain natural 

materials at certain levels by allowing time for self-renewal to stop depleting such natural materials (van 

Reneen, 2014). The nature of harvesting such materials should also be conducted in a manner that is 

friendly to the environment (van Reneen, 2014). Due to these facts, materials such as timber must be 
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certified as sustainable by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) are the only timber resource that the 

Green Star SA rating tool acknowledges. for it to contribute to Timber credit (Van Reenen, 2014). 

Manufacturing or extraction of construction materials interferes with the ecosystem through release of 

greenhouse gases (Van Reenen, 2014).  Construction also consumes energy usually in the form of 

fossil-fuels compounding the problem further (McCoy et al., 2012). While quantification of this form of 

energy is not a requirement in the Green Star SA tool, reduction, reuse and recycling of such materials 

is recognized (Van Reenen, 2014). Sustainable building materials alternatives are however more 

expensive than traditional building materials (Covert et al, 2016). 

As large consumers of natural resources, construction projects and have been known to account for 

over a tenth of earth’s fresh water, a quarter of the global wood and almost half of the material and 

energy output (Roodman and Lenssen, 1994). Finding sustainable alternatives for materials to use in 

the construction process such as cement is a challenge (Supino et al., 2016) and often the availability 

of such green materials locally be insufficient amounts to satisfy the need of their current project (Neal 

et al, 2000).  

Van Reenen (2014) contends that the Green Star SA rating tool however encourages resources 

efficiency through dematerialization.  While this is a good strategy, the Green Star SA rating tool 

considers alternatives such as: 

 Use of 20% less steel, concrete or timber while maintaining the structural integrity of the building

as well as the standard requirement;

 Using alternatives to cement (e.g. fly ash or aggregate);

 Ventilation with minimal or zero ducting;

 Use of water-free toilets;

 Dual function cladding;

 Minimizing wastage on the construction site. Waste poses a challenge in any construction project

and could amount to over a third of a project cost (Forsberg and Saukkoriipi, 2007).;

 Reducing demolition waste;

 Remanufactured materials;

 Discouraged use of recycled timber;

 Virgin material usage; and

 PVC minimization.

The main challenge arises when the replacement material is equally or more hazardous as the replaced 

materials as this renders the efforts fruitless (Van Reenen, 2014). While the Green Star SA rating tool 

considers use of replacement materials, none can really pass all the checks of the tool (Zuo et al., 

2014). Even though designers have a range of product choices, there is inadequate product information 

in the market regarding building sustainable systems, which thus requires the involvement of specialists 

with knowledge on the appropriate materials to select (Hwang, and Tan, 2012).  
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2.4.5 Lack of government support 

Another notable barrier to sustainable building is government support (Samari et al., 2013). Being the 

biggest client of the construction industry, the government needs to insist to the contractors it hire on 

the need for using sustainable building techniques and materials. This can be achieved by the 

government formulating legislation and policies on sustainable building which will create incentives and 

enable the built environment to develop sustainable building projects that can also be implemented by 

private developers (Zainul- Abidin, 2013).   

2.4.6 Insufficient time 

There are numerous cases in the construction industry where traditional projects exceed planned costs 

which is a major challenge facing the industry due to project delays (Le-Hoai et al, 2008); with studies 

in Vietnam, Nigeria and Malaysia showing that projects are seldom completed on schedule (Le-Hoai et 

al, 2008; Amu and Adesanya, 2011; Frimpong et al., 2003). Green building projects on the other hand 

can take an extra year to complete compared to non-green building projects (Hakinnen and Belloni 

2011). The increased construction time can be attributed to sourcing of alternative building materials 

which may not normally be available within the local market and thus imported (Hwang and Tan, 2012).  

Additional construction time not only results in increased building costs but a delay on the return on 

investment for which the client or developer may not be willing to undertake (Hakinnen and Belloni 

2011). Ugwu and Haupt (2007) however suggest that through sustainable thinking within professional 

team at the early design stage, projects can address these sourcing challenges prior to detailed design 

and construction to ensure such projects are delivered successfully. 

2.5 Drivers for sustainability in the construction industry 

The construction industry, the people and the government of South Africa have seen the need and are 

in consensus that for the sake of the environment and the economy, alternative building materials and 

techniques need to be implemented (De Villiers, 2012). In addition, according to the South African 

constitution, living in a safe and healthy environment is every South African’s right whether born or 

unborn and it is towards pursuing this right that construction industry stakeholders are encouraged to 

take up sustainable building techniques and materials (Van Reenen, 2014).  

The drivers to sustainability are as diverse and sometimes related to the barriers. Du Plessis (2002) 

identified three categories of enablers: technological, institutional and value system enablers. This is 

presented in Figure 2.5-1 below: 
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These enablers are informed by both human needs and environmental limits. The value systems 

enablers are met to be a call to stakeholder actions and contribute significantly in shaping the agenda 

for the technology and institution enablers as seen in  (Edum-Fotwe and Price, 2009) The technology 

enablers on the other hand provide a body of knowledge as well as skills while institutional enablers 

encourage the adoption of the other two. 

2.5.1 Tenant demand 

Tenant demand is the most effective driver for sustainable developments (Nelson et al., 2010). With 

increased environmental awareness, there is growing attention towards green buildings (Eichholtz et 

al, 2013). Tenants look to maximize occupancy and efficiency thus seek buildings with high 

sustainability ratings (Nelson and Frankel, 2012). Shelbourn et al., (2006) encourages the participation 

of end users and clients during the design development of projects as they are likely to promote 

sustainability aspects on projects. Adopting sustainable building practices offers better economic 

performance for tenants, due to lower operational costs over the lifecycle of the building (Nelson et al., 

2010). Tenants are also more likely to go with green development to be associated with the green image 

it provides to its stakeholders (Cajias and Piazolo, 2013). For owners and developers’, green buildings 

benefit from the higher rentals and selling prices offered as compared to traditional spaces as the cost 

of the sustainable attributes are incorporated into the buildings (Eichholtz et al, 2013; Wiley et al, 2010). 

For commercial properties, Eichholtz et al., (2010) states that investors are willing to pay a higher 

premium for the economic benefits provided by green buildings such as energy efficiency, improved 

lifecycle costing as well as cheaper risk premiums. For real estate projects, Eichholtz et al., (2010) 

discusses that compared to commercial properties, residential buildings have inadequate evidence to 

influence developers to adopt green buildings apart from case studies of the financial performance 

benefits of such costs.  

Figure 2.5-1 A Strategy for enabling sustainable construction (Source: Edum-Fotwe and Price, 2009) 
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2.5.2 Professional team 

Industry stakeholders’ commitment is another driver to sustainable building. When the design team, 

contractors, engineers are in the lead to implement and advice their clients on green building the 

industry is built and the many challenges that face the implementation of sustainable buildings are 

reduced and decimated one at a time until green buildings are the norm rather than the exception 

(Zainul-Abidin et al., 2013).  Furthermore, involving professionals with capabilities, experience and 

understanding of green buildings and local sustainable laws can enhance the aspect of sustainability 

on projects (Hwang and Tan, 2012). Samari et al., (2013) also acknowledges that there is a relationship 

between work experience and developing green buildings. 

2.5.3 Enhanced operational efficiency 

Green buildings require substantially lower or less water, energy and even use land efficiently due to 

its inherent nature to capture and recycle water, use natural light and better air quality (Windapo 2014). 

The metrics come to play here by itemising and highlighting the actual cost savings which can facilitate 

informed decision making (Arif et al., 2009). Green buildings are designed to reduce operational costs 

over time thus adding value to the property and to the client (Cajias and Piazolo, 2013) 

2.5.4 Information dissemination on sustainability 

Coupled with campaigning within the construction industry, there is a need to provide more information 

and understanding on the benefits of sustainable building in the industry (Cushman et al., 2005). 

Effective and efficient marketing of sustainability leads buyers and the general economy at large to 

understand that sustainable construction enhances the wellbeing of the people (Abidin, 2010). As 

buyers become aware of the economic benefits that are apparent from the use of green practices and 

materials, they are more likely to adopt and get involved in sustainable developments (Hakkinen and 

Belloni, 2011). Resulting awareness can increase demand accompanied with supply improves 

affordability on sustainable developments to penetrate the entire economy rather than be a preserve of 

high end clients (Zainul-Abidin et al., 2013). 

When sustainable information is passed across effectively and understood by the stakeholders, market 

demand for sustainably designs and practices can be developed greater (Zainul-Abidin et al., 2013). 

Furthermore, growing technological advances have enabled the sharing of knowledge and sustainability 

practices amongst the professional team and stakeholders in the construction industry (Cushman et al., 

2005).    

2.5.5 Opportunities in developing nations 

First, there are some opportunities that exist for sustainability by campaigning for the sustainability 

agenda among industry professionals, learning institutions, banks, national and local governments and 
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the client (Ugwu and Haupt, 2007). Developing countries appear to be an easier target for sustainable 

solutions (Du Plessis, 2002). This is because they still have remnants of memory on what environmental 

sustainability means given that they have only been recently exposed to the challenges of 

environmental degradation. They also have a higher capacity to achieve more with minimal resources 

and by the very fact that they are used to limited resources. This presents an opportunity for both 

developed and developing nations to come together as equals on one common ground (Du Plessis, 

2002).  

2.5.6 Regulatory compliance 

Institutional enablers such as the government are a key driver of sustainable building (Shen and Yao, 

2006). Government commitment to the reduction of emissions is another key driver for sustainable 

developments in the South African construction industry. The government has created a framework for 

green building which gives guidelines on sustainable building (Windapo, 2014). This has led to 

developers aligning themselves with the regulations leading towards to sustainable building practices 

(Majdalani et al., 2006). 

To ensure that sustainable building progressively develops and is eventually the normal way to build as 

opposed to the current to conventional way, there are some factors that need to be considered. These 

factors will not only be geared to the industry stakeholders but also to clients, tenants and buyers of 

houses. The government has come up with regulations and bodies that help govern the quality and 

availability of sustainable building materials and industry actors (de Villiers, 2012). 

Government regulations on building materials in South Africa are restrictive, prescriptive and 

bureaucratic (de Villiers, 2012). This ensures that they are interpreted quite fast and easily applied. This 

also ensures that there will be no error in application (May, 2003; de Villiers, 2012). In this way, all 

industry participants understand what is expected of them and therefore the product will be a high 

quality sustainable building.  

In South Africa, the creation of the Green Building Council has been a key driver to sustainable building. 

It does this by providing guidelines and principles to industry stakeholders on how green buildings 

should be built and when the provided guidelines and principles are met the building is rated Green Star 

SA (Windapo, 2014). 

Du Plessis (2002) argues that there are two solutions to enable sustainable constructions in developing 

countries which are first, set up of a sector that is inclusive of sustainability and secondly ensuring 

support mechanisms are in place to ensure that the demands associated with sustainable 

developments are addressed by the sector.  
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2.5.7 Technological Advancement 

According to the human settlement department of Kwa Zulu Natal Province, a major factor for 

consideration when selecting sustainable building materials is technology. Technology advancements 

that concentrate on sustainable building brings about a much better end product which will be affordable 

and therefore will lead to increased demand for sustainable construction in the industry. 

2.5.8 Buy-in to green rating systems 

Relevant rating and certification are other factors to consider when selecting materials for sustainable 

building. The South African Green Star rating is a certification created by the Green Building Council of 

South Africa to ensure that buildings and building techniques and materials have minimum devastating 

effects on the environment (Van Reenen, 2014). In sustainable building, all participants from the 

quantity surveyor to the client need to ensure that the materials have proper certification and rating. 

Green Star rated materials are assessed and checked to ensure that they are energy efficient, resource 

efficient and environmentally friendly. Energy efficient materials are those materials that have been 

produced and that will also conserve energy throughout their useful life. It has been found that existing 

buildings use up to 40% of the world’s consumed energy (Martin, 2011). To reduce this large energy 

consumption, energy efficient materials are therefore important in the construction of new buildings. 

Resource efficient materials usually support reuse and recycling of materials while environmentally 

responsible sustainable building materials are those whose use will not cause devastation to the 

environment or people (Van Reenen, 2014). 

Kwa Zulu Natal Department of Settlement provides several certifications and ratings for the alternative 

building materials. One of those certifications is the Agrément certification. This certification is applied 

to non-standardized building materials and is recognised in 21 countries around the world. This 

certification together with a SABS mark is applied to products which apply and afterwards go through a 

rigorous testing process to receive the certification and rating (de Villiers, 2012). 

2.6 Collaboration towards sustainable growth in the South African 
construction industry 

Surveys done by Myers (2005) in Europe have shown that although the construction industry lacks the 

respect sustainability, there is growing acknowledgment of its importance in the industry. Glass et al. 

(2008)also recognise that those already in the industry need to be proactive when it comes to 

developing a sustainable society.  
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In the UK, there has been a move towards greater consideration of how issues regarding sustainability 

affect society and the economy at large. The sustainability agenda in the industry is being driven by a 

change in mind-set of the private sectors approach to sustainability along with support from government 

initiatives (Dewick and Miozzo, 2002). The priority for developed countries are the environmental 

concerns (Ugwu and Haupt, 2007). 

The drive towards the reuse of materials and reengineering of existing buildings towards sustainability 

is a new trend that is being implemented in Australia (Bullen, 2007). Key to this agenda is the useful 

fact that this leads to building being rendered useful beyond their initial life which is a fundamental 

concept in sustainability. Adaptation is therefore gaining reputation as a new concept that suddenly 

makes existing buildings sustainable (van den Brand, 2004). One of the major challenges to this trend 

is that some buildings are built for obsolescence (Kendall, 1999). Another challenge is where budget 

implications force clients to build sub-standard buildings (Vanegas et al., 1995). 

Given that adaptation is a new concept, the following definitions are offered: 

 The process of retaining most of the original building and at the same time ensuring it complies with

modern standards (Latham, 2000);

 Conversion through modifications (Douglas, 2002);

 Rehabilitation/renovation of existing structures for new use (Dolnick and Davidson, 1999); and

 The process of converting a neglected building into one that can be adopted for new purposes

(DEH, 2004).

Bullen (2007), identifies various merits of adaptability, the key of which are reduced resource 

consumption,  extending the useful life of buildings, cost efficiency, revitalizing past neighbourhoods, 

reduced land pressure, maintaing cultural heritage and increasing demand for sustainability. The UK 

has seen growth in the development of sustainable buildings through implementation of various 

government legislations that encourage developers to create strategies for proposed buildings 

(Manewa et al., 2016). 

While environmental impact is an important aspect of the three constituents of sustainable construction, 

attention continues to be inclined towards social economic benefits from a sustainable perspective 

(Magis and Shin, 2009). Affordable housing, job creation and gender equality which are largely social 

economic attributes continue to garner more support as issues that are perceived to be more 

challenging that the environmental attribute (Du Plessis, 2002). These are seen as more pressing 

issues especially in developing countries which are struggling with poverty (Talukhaba et al., 2005, 

Ugwu and Haupt, 2007). 

Sustainability as a building concept is however a fairly concept in developing countries and has only 

been recently introduced (Du Plessis, 2002). In developing countries, the situation is similar to 

developed countries where sustainability at a project level is not being practiced effectively, however 
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this being addressed through increased government initiatives for sustainability (Ugwu and Haupt, 

2007). In the South African context, legislation on the design of green buildings is limited and National 

Building Regulations does not clearly make provision for sustainable buildings (Windapo and Goulding, 

2015) 

With the prominent level of poverty and underdevelopment of economies in most developing countries, 

Talukhaba et al. (2005) states that sustainability in such countries should mainly focus on the economic 

and social concerns rather than the environmental issues. However, research by Ugwu and Haupt 

(2007) has indicated that South Africa priorities for sustainability are mainly focused on the social and 

environmental issues. These social aspects include the human and social capital issues such as poverty 

reduction, labour development as well as health and safety (Talukhaba et al., 2005; Ugwu and Haupt, 

2007). Nevertheless, by attending to the social issues such as encouraging labour intensive 

construction methods, promoting small enterprises, or using locally produced materials, it is argued that 

it has a multiplier effect on the local economy (Talukhaba et al., 2005).  

Emuze and Smallwood (2014) opine that collaboration among the various players in the construction 

industry is critical towards the industry’s competitiveness. The industry is characterised by 

fragmentation effectively translating to lack of harmony amongst the various professionals involved in 

the end to end process (Kaatz et al., 2005). According to the CIDB (2004) stagnation in the South 

African construction industry could be directly attributable to the splitting up of roles played by various 

professionals who play a part in construction projects. Emuze and Smallwood (2014) contend that 

efficiency in the construction sector in South Africa can only be realized if the sector leaned towards 

more integration. Such measures will directly result towards time efficiency which will ensure that the 

marginal profit per project goes up.  

According to Emuze and Smallwood (2014), fragmentation of industry is not improving as characterised 

by an increase in the number of firms engaged in the end to end process. This seems to have a negative 

effect on the industry as it leads to overall project inefficiency (Kaatz et al., 2005). Fragmentation within 

the industry can lead to the following negative effects, however collaboration is seen to present 

numerous merits among which the most obvious are: 

 Improved relationships among industry profession’s (Cain,2003);

 Smoother exchange of ideas, (Sheath et al.,1996; Akintoye and Main, 2007);

 Less aggressive competition, (Sheath et al.,1996; Akintoye and Main, 2007)

 Optimal output (Fearne and Fowler, 2006);

 Reduction in costs (Fearne and Fowler, 2006);

 Improved quality (Hill and Bowen, 1997; Myers, 2005);

 Efficient processes (CIDB, 2004; Emuze and Smallwood, 2014); and

 Happier customers (Dewick and Miozzo, 2002).
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Emuze and Smallwood (2014) suggest that collaboration amongst South Africa’s construction industry 

players is still in its infancy stages. Collaboration between key stakeholders is important in the delivery 

of sustainable projects (Yunus, et al., 2011). Quantity surveyors as part of the design team need to 

integrate with stakeholders of green buildings to develop better cost data and information to provide 

economic value to the client (Yunus, et al., 2011). Additionally, by collaborating with the project team, 

the QS can provide value in appraising the performance of buildings as well provide advice on cost 

issues during the design stage (McDougall et al., 2002). 

While Emuze and Smallwood (2014) advocates for immediate address of such challenges, they front 

the procurement process as a good starting point for collaboration. At the procurement level there are 

there are barriers to the development of green buildings (Elforgani and Rahmat, 2010). Quantity 

surveyors who are largely involved in the development of procurement and construction documentation 

(Matipa et al., 2008) could participate proactively at initial stages to reduce uncertainty around the 

selection and costs of sustainable materials (Elforgani and Rahmat, 2010). 

2.7 Sustainability and the construction professionals 

At the start of a project, commonly known as stage 1 – Concept Stage, the client is responsible for 

providing the detailed brief that outlines the use of sustainability within project. The professional team 

such as architect, engineers and quantity surveyors are at this point responsible for interpreting the 

clients’ requirements and providing solutions that contribute to the sustainability of the project (Dewick 

and Miozzo, 2002). Sebake (2008), notes that often at this stage the entire professional team may not 

be appointed and as such can be difficult to set sustainability targets. However, it is important to note 

that good decisions making at early stage of a project is critical to the success of a projects design 

output (Shah et al., 2008). For sustainable construction to be realised, high performance standards 

need to be defined in advance to be monitored during construction (Boswell and Walker, 2004). 

Stage 2, Outline proposal is the stage where the design concepts are developed and the viability of the 

project is assessed further (Sebake, 2008). At this stage the quantity surveyor prepares a cost plan 

from a defined brief that will act as a cost control for the design of the project (Matipa et al., 2008). 

Stage 3, Design development. At this stage designs are assessed against benchmarks and developed 

further to meet the clients’ targets (Sebake, 2009). Specifications are outlined, detailed cost estimates 

are prepared (SACAP, 2015). At this stage the quantity surveyor prepares a cost plan from a defined 

brief that will act as a cost control for the design of the project (Matipa et al., 2008). 

Frei (2010) promotes the need for professionals in the construction industry to proactively seek out and 

exploit opportunities that add real value to clients. The growth of legislation on sustainability has seen 

companies’ worldwide moving towards providing sustainability in building development services for 
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clients that is relevant to the market (Revell and Blackburn, 2007). Construction professionals that can 

offer such additional sustainability services in the building and property industry are seen to have a 

competitive advantage in the services they offer by creating additional value to the client (Oliver, 1997).  

For the professional team to make meaningful contributions towards sustainability, the complete 

lifecycle of the building project needs to be considered from its design to deconstruction (Myers, 2005). 

To encourage key stakeholders to implement sustainable choices, professional teams therefore need 

to understand the whole life costs and environmental impacts of building projects at the planning stages 

(Talukhaba et al., 2005). It is essential for all participants to provide information that validates the 

sustainability and whole life costs as it can be extremely useful in influencing to decision makers (Bartlett 

and Howard, 2000). 

The design process involves many disciplines with key participants playing distinct roles at different 

stages of the design process to provide value to the client (Shah et al., 2008). Below  illustrates that 

quantity surveyors play a vital role in from the preliminary stages to detailed design development by 

providing continual advice to the team at the design stage of a project (Hughes and Murdoch, 2001). 

Table 2.7-1 Advisors and decision makers at project design stage 

Stage 1 - Concept Stage 2 – Outline proposals Stage 3 - Design development 

Adviser Approver Advisor Approver Adviser Approver 
Client’s 

Representative 
Client 

Client’s 
Representative 

Client 
Client’s 

Representative 
Client 

Architect 
Planning 

supervisor 
Architect Architect Planning Officer 

Quantity surveyor Quantity surveyor Quantity surveyor Statutory bodies 
Planning 

supervisor 
Services 

Engineers  
Structural Engineer 

Planning 
supervisor 

Services Engineers 

Planning Officer Specialist contractors 
Statutory bodies Specialist suppliers 

Planning supervisor 
 (Source: Hughes and Murdoch, 2001) 

2.8 Sustainability and the role of the quantity surveyor 

The quantity surveyor plays an essential role, as a project cost consultant they provide the cost advice 

of designs, prepare procurement documentation as well as manage costs during the construction 

phases to ensure that the client’s demand for value for money is achieved up to completion (Matipa et 

al., 2008; Nagalingam et al., 2013). As such, their role calls for mastery of various disciplines effectively 

implying that the role of a quantity surveyor keeps evolving with the change in times and change in 

client needs (RICS, 1983 and Ozorhon et al., 2010).  Appropriate solutions to address the needs of the 

client continue to be developed at each appropriate stage of the project life cycle and integrated to 

achieve the outcome on the project (Boswell and Walker, 2004). For the quantity surveyor to act in the 

best interest and fully advise the client on the financial aspects of the project, the consultant must wholly 

understand the client’s viewpoints and interests (Bartlett and Howard, 2000). Ofori (2006), discusses 
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that the role of quantity surveyors has evolved to be client oriented to meet the business strategies and 

add value to the client. 

The traditional approach to cost management on projects has been generally been based on an 

economic approach (Ekundayo et al., 2011) that responds to market changes (Ashworth et al., 2013) 

where an initial design is estimated followed by the procurement and construction phases (Matipa et 

al., 2008). This economic approach has a short term view on addressing project costs as the social and 

environmental aspects are also significant to sustainability development (Ekundayo et al., 2011).   

The quantity surveyor’s work begins at the conception stage of the project by estimating the price 

forecast of the project. Experienced quantity surveyors largely have a detailed understanding of a 

multitude of specifications and are well placed on a project team to contribute towards the sustainability 

agenda of a project at the initial stages (Kohler and Lützkendorf, 2002). However, literature has shown 

that the determination of the full costs such as the lifecycle costs and cost in use of sustainable designs 

and specifications does pose a challenge (Essa and Fortune, 2008; Boussabaine and Kirkham, 2008; 

Kohler and Lützkendorf, 2002). Bartlett and Howard (2000), states that engineers along with energy 

consultants are better equipped to develop innovative energy efficient solutions as they have a better 

understanding as compared to quantity surveyors who are more conservative. Quantity surveyors 

therefore tend to still rely on engineers for specifications and efficiencies of materials for them to provide 

the cost information (Ma and Luu, 2013). 

Furthermore, construction clients are looking on quantity surveyors to develop their roles so as to 

provide value, minimise cost as well as attain sustainability on projects (Kim and Park, 2016). Hiew and 

Ng (2007) further stress that quantity surveyors can create value in the procurement of construction 

work by participating and playing a pro-active role at the early stage activities of a project such as 

engaging the team at the specification and design level. Some key competencies discussed by Nkado 

and Meyer (2001) are that the quantity surveyors in South Africa can offer advanced cost management 

and even play a leadership role at the pre-construction stage.  The role of quantity surveyors is evolving 

to accommodate green building developments however there is a need for the profession to progress 

their skills and knowledge on sustainable technologies and products to remain relevant in the profession 

(Ma and Luu, 2013). Nkado and Meyer (2001) acknowledge that there is a lag in the current education 

and training which limits the quantity surveyors ability to provide strategic advice on sustainability. Thus 

through training and understanding all the knowledge areas of building from pre-construction to the 

post-construction stages quantity surveyors can provide quality cost advice on sustainable construction 

as well as add value to construction clients (Olawumi, and Ayegun, 2016). 
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2.9 Chapter Summary 

To unravel the research problem and provide answers to the research questions the following research 

areas were viewed: 

 Sustainability in the built environment

This research area was investigated to shed light on what sustainability entails and the various forms

in which it was approached from. This area ensured that the research problem and research questions

were clear from the beginning by providing a canvas for discussing the fundamental approach to the

topic of sustainability.

 Collaboration towards sustainability in the South African construction industry

Players in the building industry need to drive for sustainable development. Collaboration among the

various players in the construction industry is critical towards the industry’s competitiveness. These

players include the client, engineer, architect and the quantity surveyor among others. This area was

scrutinized to shed light on the role of each party and what would be required to ensure the South

African construction industry succeeds in pushing for sustainability in buildings. This linked the research

problem and research questions by shedding light on what is required from each party to achieve

sustainability.

 Construction professional Lifecycle assessments

Costing was a key hindrance to adoption of sustainable practices in the built environment in South

Africa and globally. Traditionally on construction projects, the focus is on the economic aspect of

sustainability. The life cycle assessment, life cycle costs and social life cycle assessments of a project

has a direct impact on sustainability issues that need to be carefully considered. This linked the research

problem and research questions by ensuring that use of sustainable materials perceived to be more

cost effective did not lead to an increment in life-cycle energy over a building’s useful life.

 The quantity surveyor’s role in sustainability

The quantity surveyor’s role, is to provide cost advice of designs, procurement documentation and

manage costs during the construction phases to ensure that the client’s cost objectives are achieved.

Other built environments professionals such as the engineer, architect and consultants rely heavily on

the bills of quantities from the quantity surveyor. To provide value addition, quantity surveyors can learn

and use the various tools available such as the rating tools, life-cycle costing and value management

to evaluate and cost for sustainable construction developments. In understanding these tools, they have

the potential to provide professional advice at preliminary stages of the design. Although, the quantity

surveyor is a well-placed medium through which sustainability cost aspects can be addressed, they still

rely on engineers for information regarding sustainability of building materials due to their limited

knowledge in this field.
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The literature shows that quantity surveyors are aware their roles, knowledge and skills need to adapt 

to the growing trend of sustainable building construction. Considering a collaborative approach with 

other professions in the design team and external bodies cannot only help minimise fragmentation in 

the construction industry but help quantity surveyors adopt a holistic approach in their role as key 

advisors in sustainable building projects.    

This links the research problem and research questions by ensuring that quantity surveyor is fully 

informed to be at the front row in terms of green and sustainable knowledge.  Further, by establishing 

whether quantity surveyors were attuned to the concept of sustainability the researcher determined how 

interventions could be re-engineered to ensure sustainability. 
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3 Chapter Three: Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents an overall view of the research methodology adopted within this study and the 

justification for using it. The chapter reviews research procedures and techniques most commonly used 

by authors in similar studies and what experts say about those techniques. Triangulation was utilised 

to addresses the research questions and objectives outlined in the literature review section. 

Triangulation, is broadly defined as “the combination of methodologies in the study of the same 

phenomenon” (Jick, 1979, p.67). 

3.2 Research methods 

There are two main research methodologies as discussed by Fellows and Liu (1997) and Babbie and 

Mouton (2005). The first methodology being qualitative research, commonly referred to as an anti-

positivist approach and the second approach is the quantitative research known as a positivist approach 

(Welman et al., 2005). 

The Table 3.2-1 depicts contrasts between the positivism and anti-positivism approaches: 

Table 3.2-1 Positivism and anti-positivism approaches 

Positivism Anti-Positivist 

The Observer Is part of what is being observed 

Human interests Should be irrelevant Are the main drivers of science 

Explanations Must demonstrate causality Aim to increase general understanding of the 

situation 

Research progress through Hypothesis and deduction Gathering rich data from ideas are induced 

Concepts Need to be designed so that they can be 

measured 

Should incorporate stake holder perspectives 

Unit of analysis Should be reduced to the simplest terms May include complexity of whole situations 

Generalization through Statistical probability Theoretical abstraction 

Sampling requires Large numbers selected randomly Small numbers of cases selected for specific 

reasons 

 (Source: Easterby-smith et al., 2008:59) 

3.2.1 Quantitative research approach (positivism) 

This positivist’s approach conceives that the social world exists externally and involves the collection of 

data using experimental methods and surveys as strategies to a positivist approach (Creswell, 2013). 

Experimental methods use scientific techniques to acquire quantifiable data (Fellows and Lui, 1997). 

The survey method usually comprise of questions or structured interviews that are applied with the aim 

of taking a broad view from a given sample into a population (Creswell, 2013). 
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Quantitative research strategies apply these approaches using findings of previous literature and 

theories to obtain factual data from predetermined instruments, which are then analysed  to produce 

statistical data and conclusions (Creswell, 2013; Fellows and Lui, 1997). 

3.2.2 Qualitative research approach (anti- positivist) 

Qualitative Research is mainly about understanding people from their own stand point and experiences 

(Taylor et al., 2015). Mitchell (2005) views the qualitative methodology as a philosophical approach to 

research. Easterby-Smith et al. (2008) refers to this approach as a social construct which is used as a 

response to the positivism in social sciences. As this approach uses the subject’s observations and 

opinions, the social constructionism is viewed as descriptive (Fellows and Lui, 1997) and appreciates 

the meanings people place upon their experiences (Easterby-Smith et al., 2008).  

There are several qualitative strategies as discussed by Creswell (2013) namely, ethnographies, 

grounded theory, case studies, phenomenological research and narrative research. 

3.2.3 Triangulation (Mixed Methodology) 

Triangulation advocates for mixing of methodologies to allow for diverse perspectives and opinions to 

cast light on a topic (Olsen, 2004). Denzin (1970a:13) as cited by Blaikie (1991) contended for the use 

of “multiple methods in the analysis of the same empirical events” as each method discovered different 

facets of the events studied.  

Mixing methodologies employs the strengths of both quantitative and qualitative approaches (Creswell, 

2013). Mixing of both quantitative and qualitative approaches is a broader form of triangulation, and 

although it can be costly, this methodology assists in yielding more superior utility (Abowitz and Toole, 

2010).  (Johnson et al., 2007), state that mixed methodology is the middle of both extremes as it aims 

to provide an effective central solution for many research interests. Creswell (2013) appreciates that 

this methodology of research is growing in popularity since it provides greater insight into research 

problems when studying multiple viewpoints of qualitative and quantitative research approaches 

(Johnson et al., 2007). Furthermore, Creswell (2013) implies that it is inadequate to employ a single 

approach to cover the complex nature of human behaviour in the social and human sciences research. 

Denscombe (2008:272) as cited in Cohen et al. ( 2011) states that mixed research provides various 

advantages, namely: 

 The increase in the accuracy of data.

 Providing a more complete picture of the subject under investigation than would be yielded by

a single methodology.

 Allowing the researcher to generate an analysis and build-on original data.

Conducting a mixed method’s research can however have some drawbacks for the researcher. In some 

cases, one method might get a higher response rate than the other (Abowitz and Toole, 2010). 
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3.3 The Main Research Question 

The purpose of this research was to explore and understand the question “Are quantity surveyors 

sufficiently knowledgeable in sustainable development to efficiently engage and advice on strategies 

for sustainable specifications at project planning level?” 

3.4 Approach adopted and justification 

Various authors as referenced in the literature review either used qualitative or quantitative research 

(or mixed research utilising both) as their mode of data collection. These authors and their preferred 

approaches and methodologies are listed below: 

Djokoto et al. (2014) carried out a study investigating consultant perspectives on the barriers to 

sustainable construction in the Ghanaian construction industry. They utilised the quantitative 

methodology, more specifically collected data through questionnaire surveys. 

Windapo and Goulding (2015) carried out a study investigating the gap between green building 

practices and legislation in South Africa. They applied a mixed method research approach of surveys 

and interviews to determine the gaps and attitudes in green building practices. 

Dada and Musa (2016) undertook a research to examine what factors influence the quantity surveyors’ 

competence. The study made use of structured questionnaires that incorporated the use of the 5-point 

Likert scale to test appropriate factors that affect the competence of a quantity surveyor. 

Hwang et al. (2015) carried out a study investigating the performance of green building projects using 

questionnaire surveys as well as face to face interviews with professionals to determine the critical 

factors that affect performance of green building practices. 

This research adopted the mixed methods research as it utilized both qualitative and quantitative 

research methods. The mixed methods research was utilised in this research for the following reasons: 

 The qualitative method offered an exploratory avenue that led to a better understanding of the

sampled respondents (quantity surveyors), their thoughts, attitudes and perceptions towards

the advising clients and various construction stakeholders on sustainable building designs.

 The qualitative “exploratory phase was vital as it provided detailed samples of the thoughts and

perception (Easterby-Smith et al., 2008).

 The quantitative method, which is more conclusive, assisted in measuring the extent of the

exploratory findings. It helped quantify the information gathered in the exploratory phase.

 Use of both methods assisted the researcher in engaging in a deeper analysis of the data and

consequently drawing richer conclusions from the data collected (Cohen et al., 2011).

This research utilised interviews (qualitative research) and online questionnaires (positivism) to meet 

the objectives of the study. 
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3.4.1 Use of Interviews 

The use of Interviews is the  most commonly used technique when collecting qualitative data (DiCicco- 

Bloom and Crabtree, 2006). This technique involves oral questioning of the respondents with their 

answers either being recorded or written down (Bryman and Cassels, 2006). It also gives the 

respondent a chance to seek clarity for any questions that they may not understand (Janes, 2001). 

Strach and Everett (2008) accede that face to face interviews have the advantage of having direct 

contact with the respondent allowing for clarity during the interviewing process, probing on answers 

given by respondents and observing any physical reactions, if any, therefore enriching the data 

collected.  

Interviews are categorised into three main types; structured interviews, unstructured interviews and 

semi-structured interviews.  

 Semi – structured interviews: These interviews are normally scheduled with the respondent

ahead of time and are often guided by a set of predetermined open-ended interviews (Strach

and Everett, 2008). One key advantage of semi structured interviews is they allow the

interviewer to ask to add on questions that may arise during the interviewing process (DiCicco-

Bloom and Crabtree, 2006). These types of interviews also allow the respondent a chance to

expound on their answers therefore getting more detailed data. These types of interviews can

either be used in a group setting (focus groups) or with individuals (in depth interviews)

(DiCicco-Bloom and Crabtree, 2006);

 Unstructured interviews: No interview can be considered purely unstructured as it would require

direction and guidance from the interviewer (Easterby- Smith et al., 2008). Data collected from

unstructured interviews is often accompanied with observational notes from the interviewer

(DiCicco- Bloom and Crabtree, 2006). This facilitates the collection of more granular data and

insights. Unstructured interviews however creates the risk of the respondent veering off the

main topic and this technique can also be time consuming (Easterby- Smith et al., 2008);

 Structured interviews: These are mainly used to generate quantitative data (DiCicco- Bloom

and Crabtree, 2006). The set of questions are predetermined and they follow the same line of

questioning with little to no wiggle room for probing to avoid biases (Strach and Everett, 2008).

This research made use of both the structured and semi-structured interviews. The Semi structured 

interviews provided a list of questions as a guide for the discussion – but not as strict as structured 

interviews. The use of semi-structured interviews allows respondents to expound on areas of discussion 

while also allowing the interviewer to guide them back if they have veered off topic (Easterby-Smith et 

al., 2008). The use of semi structured interviews was critical for this research as it enabled the 

investigation of the respondent’s beliefs, attitudes and perceptions of quantity surveyors with regards 

to sustainable building designs. The use of structured interviews was also important for this research 

as it provided the same line of questioning for all respondents and this eliminated any bias. Moreover, 
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the data collected from the structured interviews is more numerical and conclusive (Strach and Everett, 

2008). 

Unstructured interviews would not have been appropriate for this research as this technique is time 

consuming with the added risk of the respondents veering off topic. Furthermore, data collected from 

unstructured interviews is difficult to analyse as it informally expressed and it is also challenging to 

evaluate what is “off the record” and what can be used in the research (Stokes and Bergin, 2006). 

3.4.2 Use of Questionnaires 

Although the term “questionnaire” is often used in research, it is not easily defined in one sentence 

(Dornyei, 2014). Questionnaires are often referred to in different terms such as surveys, tests, checklists 

or profiles; making them a misnomer to some individuals (Aiken, 1997, stated in Dornyei, 2014). 

According to Jankowicz (2005), questionnaires encourage respondents to respond to the questions 

without fear and the accurately gives a deeper understanding of issues being investigated to bring out 

the phenomena of interest to the study.  

Questionnaires are advantageous in the following ways;  

 Firstly, they can be filled at the convenience of the respondents (Trochim and Donnelly, 2001);

 Secondly, they are relatively easy to create and enable the collection of data in a brief period,

especially in this age of technology advancement (Dornyei, 2014); and

 Thirdly, questionnaires can also be sent out to respondents via email and post thus enabling a

wider geographical coverage (Barnes, 2001).

Questionnaires however, can be disadvantageous in that they do not allow for clarity in case the 

respondent is confused and as questionnaires do not allow for probing therefore making it difficult to 

collect in depth and detailed data (Dornyei, 2014). 

3.4.3 Administering the questionnaire: online survey 

This research administered the questionnaires via an online survey. “In the last 25 years, technology 

has revolutionised the way in which surveys are administered – with the advent of the first email survey 

in the 1980’s and the initial web based surveys in the 1990’s” (Evans and Mathur, 2005, pg. 2). The 

internet is increasingly used as the tool by which researchers opt to conduct their surveys (Van Selm 

and Jankowski, 2006). Evans and Mathur (2005) depict the attributes of online surveys in Figure 3.4-1, 

below which divides the attributes according to major strengths and major potential weakness: 
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Figure 3.4-1 Attributes of Online Surveys (Source: Evans and Mathur, 2005) 
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This research chose to administer the questionnaire through an online survey because of the following 

factors: 

 Wider Reach: Using the internet, the researcher could access respondents living in various

parts of the country and the African continent at a low cost (Van Selm and Jankowski, 2006);

 Convenience: Online surveys allow respondents to fill in the questionnaire at a time convenient

for them; moreover, some surveys allow the respondents to start then come back and finish

later (Van Selm and Jankowski, 2006);

 Low administration costs: Except time spent by the researcher to formulate the

questionnaire, the surveys are low cost, self-administered by the respondents online, therefore

no postage or interviewers are required (Evans and Mathur, 2005);

 Speed and Timeliness: As the survey is available online, this ensured a faster turnaround time

in acquiring the data as the survey could be filled and delivered instantaneously (Sue  and

Ritter, 2012). Traditional survey methods such as post mail require the survey to be hand

delivered then posted back and this is time consuming process (Sue  and Ritter, 2012);

 Technology Innovations: The time-consuming task of creating online surveys is a thing of the

past as the technology of online surveys continues to evolve due to its growing popularity. On

line survey services, such as Survey Monkey which was utilised in this research, make online

research surveys easier and faster to create (Wright, 2005);

 Ease of data entry and analysis: It is relatively easy for respondents to complete the survey

and for their responses to be tabulated and analysed (Evans and Mathur, 2005). The online

platform chosen provides instant summarised data in excel format, which can be later

converted to statistical software’s to allow for an in-depth statistical analysis (Howard, et al.,

2006);

 Large sample easy to obtain: According to Sue and Ritter (2012), researchers aiming for a

large sample size that is geographically distributed, utilise online surveys as it is cost effective

and efficient thus saving on time and monetary resources;

 Controlled Sampling: According to Sue and Ritter (2012), for researchers to obtain a

controlled sample of the study, emails can be sent out to pre-notify respondents about the

survey and encourage participation.

For this research, the researcher experienced problems such as a lower hit rate than expected despite 

reminders being issued via the ASAQS website. Some drawbacks to utilizing online surveys which 

possibly affected the hit rate of this research included:  
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 Perception as junk mail: The emails sent out to the respondents could have been perceived

as junk mail as many respondents may have unable to differentiate between a legitimate survey

and a spam (unsolicited junk mail), especially if the email is delivered from an unknown source.

 Impersonal: Generally, there is minimal to no human interaction during these surveys. This

takes away from the researcher the ability to probe and delve deeper into understanding the

responses provided by the respondents (Couper, 2000).

 Questions about sample selection: The sample selection method is criticised especially if

there is blanket emailing. This limits exactly who participates in the research, their years of

experience, qualifications etc. (Evans  and Mathur, 2005).

3.5 Justification of mixing interviews and Surveys 

As discussed above, this research utilised both Interviews and questionnaires (survey) as techniques 

of data collection. Mixing methodologies, especially surveys with interviews is the more insightful 

approach of triangulation (Olsen, 2004). More so, it is widespread practice in construction studies to 

allot surveys to large samples via post, e-mail or a website to assist in gathering statistical data, which 

is then supplemented with interviews (Abowitz and Toole, 2010). Should the data collected from using 

both interviews and surveys support the hypothesis of the study, this then creates greater confidence 

in the data collected. However, should the data from both techniques differ, this is also a great finding 

as it would push the researcher to reassess their theoretical assumptions (Abowitz and Toole, 2010). 

3.6 Research population and sample 

The population of a study incorporates all the elements within a group that a researcher is interested in 

(Burns and Grove, 2003). Quantity surveyors in South Africa were the population of interest in this study 

while Green Star Accredited professionals were the targeted population. 

Kombo and Tromp (2006) describe a sample as a collection of units chosen from the universe to 

represent it. Sampling is the selection of a subset of individuals from within a population to yield some 

knowledge about the whole population, especially for the purposes of making predictions based on and 

allowing for statistical inference regarding the behaviour of the variables that are specifically being 

studied within the universe (Scott and Wild, 1986; Knight and Ruddock, 2009). 

3.6.1 Research population and sample for online survey 

In this study, the respondents were categorised into: Registered professionals and GBCSA Accredited 

Professionals who are the quantity surveyors assumed to have adequate industry knowledge on green 

buildings. These experienced quantity surveyors understand a sustainable construction environment, 

client’s needs and knowledge of other professionals involved in a project, this therefore enables them 

to offer conclusive and correct insights into the study.  
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Table 3.6-1 shows the total number of registered quantity surveyors in South Africa on the ASAQS 

database and their status. Professional Member Quantity Surveyors (PMAQS) is the population sample 

targeted for this paper and has a total number of 1499 registered members as at 12th December 2014.  

Table 3.6-1 Membership Category Statistics as at 12 Dec 2014 

(Source: ASAQS, 2015) 

At the time of the study, there are only 59 quantity surveyors registered as Green Star SA accredited 

professionals representing 3.9% of the ASAQS database. It is important to note that quantity surveyors 

registered as Green Star SA accredited professionals are also members ASAQS. 

As the study aims to determine the perceptions of quantity surveyors on sustainable aspects of building, 

the population of the study is incorporating both professionals on the ASAQS database and targets the 

Green Star SA accredited professionals who should have the relevant knowledge and training in green 

buildings.  

3.6.2 Research population and sample for interviews 

In finding interviewees for the research purposive sampling also referred to as judgement sampling was 

used for this study (Mbachu and Nkado, 2007). Purposive sampling is described by Bernard (2011) as 

a non-probability sampling method where the researcher thoughtfully sets the number of informants 

and determines the reasons they want the people to oblige. This sampling method aims is to produce 

the most information from a small number of cases (Teddlie and Yu, 2007) by searching for 

knowledgeable and experienced participants who are willing and able to offer information on the topic 

(Tongco, 2007). Although the accuracy is limited by the small population size, it is a commonly used 

sampling method in construction research (Abowitz and Toole, 2010). 

It is acknowledging that although this method of sampling is not free from bias however it can provide 

dependable and reliable performance for data (Abowitz and Toole, 2010; Tongco, 2007). Information 

of value can be obtained through the selection informants that are not only qualified but experienced in 

the field of interest (Teddlie and Yu, 2007) 
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To identify the quantity surveyor informants, the following criteria was considered: 

1. Professional quantity surveyor
2. Must be in consultancy practice
3. Lead quantity surveyor on green building project
4. Experience working on green building projects
5. Located in Cape Town, South Africa

To ensure that there is validity and reliability in the results the research considered empirical indicators 

that were vital to the perceptions of professional quantity surveyors (Abowitz and Toole, 2010). For 

instance, considering the experience level and knowledge of quantity surveyors and their role on 

sustainability could be used as indicators to ensure that only qualified participants provide information 

for the study.  

3.7 Research instrument  

As supported earlier, this research has adopted a mixed method approach using semi-structured 

interviews and structured interviews (via online questionnaire) as formal methods of data collection. 

Barnes (2001) highlights several ways of recording data collected from semi structured interviews 

namely recording on tape or video as well as comprehensive note taking. The researcher made use of 

tape recordings and detailed notes to ensure that the relevant information was captured from the 

interviews. 

Primary data was collected through structured questionnaires with both open and closed ended 

questions which were administered through an online questionnaire (survey). Semi-structured 

interviews were conducted on a one on one in-depth interview basis. The in-depth interviews are 

combined with the online surveys for this study to develop greater insight where some areas of the 

online surveys may lack deepness. 

Table 3.7-1 illustrates how the questions posed in the online surveys and interviews are linked back to 

findings of the literature review: 

Table 3.7-1 Literature link to posed questions in surveys 

Questions Literature source 

Are you a Green Star SA Accredited Professional Being registered shows that the quantity 

surveyor has knowledge of the Green Star 

rating tools that consider sustainability during 

the design stage (GBCSA, 2013). 

How many projects have you worked on that 

have applied for Green Star rating 

The Green Star SA rating tool encourages 

resources efficiency through dematerialization 

Van Reenen (2014). Participants who have 

worked on green star rated projects should to 

give advice on such projects. 
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Rate your experience level with regards to green 

buildings 

It was acknowledged that having a project team 

with experience on green buildings was valuable 

in achieving sustainability goals (Hwang and 

Tan, 2012). 

What activities have contributed to your green 

experience 

Education has a noteworthy influence on the 

decisions that will impact on the sustainability of 

the project, (Ugwu and Haupt, 2007). It is 

important to identify the other activities that are 

considered to promote sustainable 

developments  

Do you agree that green or sustainable practices 

are associated with increased costs? 

There is a perception that the higher cost of 

sustainable designs is a significant barrier for 

sustainable buildings (Revel and Blackburn, 

2007; Eichholtz et al., 2010). 

Do you agree that green or sustainable designs 

are more complicated to design than traditional 

building? 

Stakeholders lack information and knowledge 

on sustainable systems, they tend to opt for 

traditional methods of building (Dair and 

Williams, 2006).  

Which stakeholders’ decision power 

(directly/indirectly) has the greatest influence on 

specifications for prospective green/sustainable 

development 

Literature by Bartlett and Howard (2000) has 

shown that there are various stakeholders and 

decision makers in the supply chain that affect 

the sustainability aspects of projects.   

How often do these professions or entities 

contribute to green/sustainable specifications on 

projects 

How would you rate the importance of QS 

participation in green/sustainable specification 

development at the following project stages? 

The quantity surveyor plays an essential role, as 

a project cost consultant (Matipa et al., 2008). 

the as the role of quantity surveyors is evolving 

(Ofori, 2006), it is important to determine their 

perception on how important their participation 

on sustainable projects. 

At what stage in the project life cycle is QS 

contribution to sustainability crucial for your 

projects? 

Furthermore, at what stage of the project is the 

quantity surveyor most appropriately suited to 

contribute toward sustainability aspects of the 

project (Boswell and Walker, 2004). 

Please rank the following barriers to advising on 

sustainable building specifications on 

prospective green/sustainable developments 

The drivers to sustainability are as diverse and 

sometimes related to the barriers. Du Plessis 

(2002). Chapter 2.4 looks at the barriers to 

sustainability which were used in the online 

survey. 
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What initiatives will assist to incorporate 

sustainable goals into projects? 

Du Plessis (2002) identified three categories of 

enablers of sustainability: technological, 

institutional and value system enablers. Chapter 

2.5 addresses at the drivers to sustainability 

which were used in the online survey. 

3.8 The Study Proposition 

A proposition is the researcher’s premise when answering the study question. Rowley (2004) states the 

researcher should prepare a premise/hypothesis that the data collected can either support or refute. 

The proposition for this study is: 

 Quantity surveyor are not sufficiently knowledgeable in sustainable development to sufficiently

engage and advice on strategies for sustainable specifications at project planning level

The study proposition was instrumental in deciding the research proposition. The triangulation (mixed 

methodologies) would allow for different methods to be used to either refute or support the hypothesis. 

3.8.1 The Unit of Analysis 

The unit of analysis is the “who” or “what” that the research analyses (The Pell Institute, 2016). The unit 

of analysis for this study were quantity surveyors in South Africa. The research centred on these 

professionals and their perceptions towards sustainable projects.  Physical interviews were carried out 

with four (4) professional quantity surveyors that have worked on green building projects. The online 

survey was administered via the ASAQS website as well as emails sent to quantity surveyors registered 

on the GBCSA website. 

3.9 Criteria for interpreting the data 

As was earlier indicated, this research employed both structured and semi-structured interviews. The 

responses collected from the semi-structured in-depth interviews were transcribed on a computer with 

the main points being used for the analysis. These interviews were analysed using thematic topics, 

content analysis and pattern matching. These qualitative techniques which involve the analysis of data 

for similarities, patterns and content.  Rubin and Babbie (2010) considers content analysis appropriate 

when analysing recorded communications as it provides a good method for analysing reviewed findings. 

Content analysis also allows the researcher to perceive and judge the collected information according 

to how relevant it was to the study (Jankowicz, 2005).  

On the online survey, research questions 1-14 employed structured quantitative questions, specifically 

correlation and factor analysis. Research Questions 15-16 are open ended questions which will enable 

respondents give in depth information on their subjective experiences with sustainable building. 
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The quantitative data collected was inspected for errors and gaps. After Inspection, the data was coded 

and keyed into SPSS for data analysis. Analysis of data was done using statistical measures of means, 

standard deviations, minimums, maximums, frequency distribution and medians. 

The profile of the quantity surveyors studied was measured in several ways, i.e. the surveyors Green 

Star SA Accredited Professional, their length of experience with green or sustainable practices and their 

practical experience (if any) in working on green building rated projects. 

3.10 Access to data sources 

Patton and Applebaum, (2003, pg. 68) define access to the data sources as “the ability to get close to 

the object of the study to find out what is truly happening”. Access to quantity surveyors was required 

to obtain the necessary information and a clearer understanding on the research.  Some respondents 

may be reluctant to provide researchers with access as it may have some sensitive information that 

they may not want to be revealed (Rowley, 2004). 

To distribute the online surveys to quantity surveyors, the researcher requested the ASAQS to post the 

link survey on their ASAQS website. The ASAQS also agreed to supplement the link to the survey by 

including a clear description and the purpose of the survey on their regular newsletters which are sent 

out via email addressed to members. To find Green Star Accredited professionals, the researcher 

obtained the list of registered quantity surveyors from the website Green Building Council where the 

names are publicly available. Direct e-mails were distributed to these accredited members with a cover 

letter and assurance of confidentially and anonymity together with the link to the online survey for their 

action. 

To obtain access to the quantity surveyors to interview, a request for an appointment was issued via 

email followed up with a telephone call explaining the research study. Following the explanation of the 

study and approval to undertake the interview, the questionnaire was emailed as an attachment to the 

quantity surveyor to review and prepare prior to meeting with the researcher. There were no 

inconsistencies in questionnaires issued out to all quantity surveyors in the survey. 

3.11 Ethical concerns during research 

In carrying out research in an ethical manner, Rowley (2004) states that the researcher is required to 

be transparent about the intentions of the data collected including being respectful of privacy and 

confidentiality. The research ensured that participants aware of the purpose and nature of the study 

prior to undertaking the surveys. 

Given that the research approach used within this paper was likely to collect project related information 

of a sensitive nature, participants were explicitly made aware of the confidentiality and anonymity when 

it came to the publication of the data (Bernard, 2011). For instance costing information provided by the 

informants is considered a guarded secret by organisations and a leak could lead to firms experiencing 

financial harm if divulged (Frei, 2010). Therefore, from the onset, to provide a sense of security, 
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participants were informed that their participation was voluntary and that their identities and identifiable 

any data and project information would be coded and remain confidential for the purposes of the study 

(Bernard, 2011). 

The following ethical considerations were adhered to: 

1. Written consent from all targeted respondents;

2. Assurance by means of a cover letter stating that all information divulged to the researcher

during the study would be kept under strict confidentiality and would only be used for academic

purposes;

3. Respondents were not required to divulge personal identifiable information;

4. Use of technology to ensure anonymity (survey monkey online survey tool);

5. Assurance that no identifying information would be used during analysis and all responses

would be aggregated by type of development (commercial, retail, residential) and green star

rating.

The online surveys also provided for true anonymity in that respondents were only identified as numbers 

as generated by Survey Monkey to encourage people to participate. Furthermore, no identifiable 

information of the participants was collected on the surveys to allow respondents to feel free to provide 

their perceptions on the topic. 

3.12 Delimitation of the research 

The sample for the online survey is limited geographically to South Africa based ASAQS database and 

listed quantity surveyors on the GBCSA website. The sample for the face to face interviews is limited 

to quantity surveyors in the Cape Town, South Africa that have experience on green building 

developments.  Furthermore, during the data collection process, some respondents took time to 

respond to the request to complete the online survey, this was attributed to some emails reflecting on 

the respondents’ junk mail therefore making it difficult for them to differentiate between a legitimate 

survey and a spam (unsolicited junk mail), as the email was delivered from an unknown source.   

3.13 Chapter summary 

This chapter provided a review of the research design, target population, data collection tools, data 

collection procedures and data analysis used to answer the research questions. The chapter describes 

the research methodology and statistical analysis process adopted for measuring various attributes 

under study based on the quantitative and qualitative output.  At the end of the chapter, the ethical and 

practical issues are addressed. 
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4 Chapter Four: Data presentation and analysis 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter is shaped from the theories discussed in the literature review and the methodology chapter. 

The research findings from web surveys and responses from interviews are presented and compared 

in this chapter. The chapter aims to combine and evaluate the quantitative and qualitative aspects of 

the web survey and interviews to determine the key findings based on the information provided by the 

quantity surveyors. The research findings are then analysed in conjunction with the research objectives 

and problem statement. 

4.2 Data analysis background 

This Chapter aims to answer the primary question that states, “Are quantity surveyors sufficiently 

knowledgeable in sustainable development to effectively engage and advise on strategies for 

sustainable specifications at a project planning level?” The findings were derived from research 

instrument, that is, an online survey and semi-structured interviews. The analysis techniques used to 

determine the research findings for the semi- structured in-depth interviews were content analysis and 

pattern matching. While statistical data analysis (i.e. means, standard deviations, minimums, 

maximums, frequency distribution and medians), correlation and factor analysis were applied from the 

online survey results. 

The online survey was sent to members of the ASAQS and the Green Building Council that comprises 

of 1499 registered members and 59 members respectively. From both organisations 28 members 

completed the survey.  

In addition, the four face to face in-depth interviews were undertaken with professional quantity 

surveyors aims to strengthen the research findings as well as further support answers to the research 

primary and subsidiary questions detailed in Chapter One. Semi-structured questions were sent out to 

the participants prior to the interview discussions to allow them to be better prepared.  
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The four participants interviewed had previous experience working on at least one green building project 

from inception to completion stages. Table 4.2-1 depicts the respondents experience with green building 

projects: 

Table 4.2-1 Interviewed quantity surveyors with experience with green building projects 

Experience No. of respondents 

Attended various green building 

courses provided by GBCSA 

3 

Registered as a green star 

accredited professional 

1 

 Respondents are coded as follows: 

QS|S(n) = QS from survey, coded as respondent 1 (n) 

QS|P(n) = QS from interview, coded as interviewee 1 (n) 

4.3 Survey findings and analysis 

4.3.1 Career growth in green buildings 

As per the online survey conducted, only 14% of the ASAQS quantity surveyors are Green Star 

Accredited Professionals as shown in the diagram Figure 4.3-1 below. Findings from the In-depth 

interviews showed that some quantity surveyors perceive green star accreditation as voluntary rather 

than a must have. One respondent indicated “A QS doesn’t need to be accredited to work on green 

buildings” while another stated “Green Star accreditation has no additional value to us as quantity 

surveyors”.  This suggests that some quantity surveyors do not place an elevated level of importance 

in the Green Star accreditation process although they have been involved in green building projects 
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Figure 4.3-1 Percentage of Green Star SA Accredited Quantity Surveyors 

Although Green Star Accreditation begun in 2010, growth of the current number of Green Star 

Accredited Professionals appears to be slow notwithstanding 39% of the respondents stated to have 

been involved in Green Star projects. 57% of the respondents indicated that they had not been involved 

in any Green Star related projects implying that the concept of green buildings or sustainable 

developments movement is still at its infancy stages since its inception in South Africa. According to 

literature reviewed, Boswell and Walker (2004), mention that the building industry lacks sufficient 

players who are trained to support sustainability which is in line with the findings. 

4.3.2 Education in Green Building Professionals 

When asked what activities could or have contributed to their green building experience, respondents 

indicate that all activities listed in the questionnaire play a role in their green building knowledge e.g. 

from Online research to further education. Online research/self-education is deemed the most useful 

resource with a mean of 2.33 (SD=0.78) in their attainment of green building knowledge. This is followed 

by the direct involvement of participants in sustainable developments with a mean of 2.04 (SD=1.06). 

Attending courses offered by GBCSA with a mean of 1.96 (SD=1.22) is also considered useful by the 

respondents. Table 4.3-1 illustrates the results from the questionnaire. It is important to note that 

respondents do not find non-governmental organizations’ involvement activities such as professional 

bodies or trade associations useful to their green building experience. 

The responses in Table 4.3-1 are coded as follows: 0. Not useful at all (very weak); 1. Not useful (weak); 

2. Somewhat useful (indifferent); 3. Useful (strong); 4. Very useful (very strong).
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Table 4.3-1 Activities contributing to Green Building experience 

Activities N Mean Median Std. Deviation Minimum Maximum 

Online reading/research 27 2.33 2 0.78 0 3 

Direct involvement in 

sustainable developments 

25 2.04 2 1.06 0 3 

Attending Courses offered by 

GBCSA 

26 1.96 3 1.22 0 3 

Indirect involvement in 

sustainable developments 

25 1.92 2 0.81 0 3 

 Further education 24 1.92 2 1.14 0 3 

Attending Courses offered by 

other institutions 

24 1.88 2 1.08 0 3 

CPD events 26 1.81 2 1.20 0 3 

Non-Governmental 

organizations’ involvement 

23 1.65 2 1.07 0 3 

Being involved in more green activities, as listed in Table 4.3-1 above, allows the quantity surveyor to 

have the technical knowledge and a platform to determine the material specifications available to 

professionals and end users. This goes a long way in ensuring that alternative building materials are 

considered on projects. However, some quantity surveyors perceive that their limited knowledge of 

these green products inhibits their ability to recommend them in projects. QS|S(4) remarks that limited 

“knowledge of these products somewhat hinder the use of the products. Clients and industry 

professionals prefer using products they are used to”. 

Although quantity surveyors interviewed have a reasonable understanding of sustainability, their 

primary focus is on capital cost of buildings. QS|P(1) and QS|P(3) discuss sustainability as the concept 

of approaching building that is responsible as well as considerate of the future generation. QS|P(1) 

further states that “sustainability should be a standard approach; it is not onerous at all if the designs 

are done right”. To achieve sustainability QS|P(3) states that specifications should “use resources of a 

sustainable nature to ensure that the building…has longevity”, This includes not exploiting resources 

and having a long-term view when handling projects. QS|P(2) views sustainability as “implementing the 

principles of good building practice i.e. responsible building practice, reducing [the] carbon footprint 

[and], less damage to the environment”. From a quantity surveying perspective, QS|P(4) states that 

“sustainability is about limiting maintenance cost and making the maintenance regime easy and cost 

effective”. 

The literature review confirms that information on sustainability has an influence amongst participants’ 

ability to work on sustainable projects (Ugwu and Haupt ,2007). For sustainability to be implemented 

role players need to understand aspects of sustainability and its impact on projects (Cushman et al., 

2015). Choi (2009), states that there is however a significant gap in knowledge and education of green 

buildings, thus through further research and communication the knowledge barrier can be limited. 
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Häkkinen and Belloni (2011) thus suggest professional education in the field of sustainable buildings 

needs to be incorporated at all levels of education systems to promote the knowledge growth.  

4.3.3 Developments most ideal for sustainable development 

When asked which type of green developments they have worked on, very few respondents indicate 

having undertaken green building development in office (7%), retail (4%) and retrofitting (4%) projects. 

Most respondents’ state they have never undertaken any type of green building projects as can be seen 

in the modes within Table 4.3-2. 

The responses in Table 4.3-2 are coded as follows: 0. Never; 1. Very Rarely; 2. Rarely 

3. Occasionally; 4. Frequently.

Table 4.3-2 Green building projects worked on previously 

Green building projects worked on Valid Mean Median Mode 

Std. 

Deviation Minimum Maximum 

Office/Commercial 26 1.38 2 0 1.33 0 4 

Residential 24 0.96 0 0 1.27 0 4 

Retail 24 0.75 0 0 1.11 0 4 

Governmental 23 0.61 0 0 1.08 0 3 

Retrofitting 21 0.57 0 0 1.12 0 4 

 Industrial 21 0.33 0 0 0.58 0 2 

Despite their limited experience, we asked respondents on their views as to which developments benefit 

the most from sustainable designs. The frequency Table 4.3-3 shows the results. 

The responses in Table 4.3-3 are coded as follows: 0. Not Important; 1. Slightly Important; 2. Moderately 

Important; 3. important; 4. Very Important. 

Table 4.3-3 Building projects that benefit from sustainable designs 

Type of development Valid Mean Median Mode 
Std. 

Deviation 
Minimum Maximum 

Commercial 26 2.27 2 2 0.72 1 3 

Retail 26 2.15 2 3 0.83 1 3 

Residential 26 1.88 2 2 0.82 0 3 

Governmental 28 1.86 2 2 0.76 0 3 

Industrial 25 1.72 2 1 0.84 0 3 

Respondents view commercial buildings with a mean of 2.27 (SD=0.72) as the most important type of 

development to benefit from green building designs. Retail type of developments follows with a mean 

of 2.15 (SD=0.83) as beneficiaries of sustainable development. Although there is growing demand for 

residential developments from end users for sustainable buildings (Häkkinen and Belloni, 2011), 

Residential and Governmental were not as important whilst industrial developments were considered 
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he least important to benefit from sustainable designs with a Mode of 1 (SD=0.84). Figure 4.3-2 below 

is a graphical representation of the 2 highest numerically categories. 

4.3.4 Contribution towards green building developments 

Respondents were asked to rank which stakeholders frequently contribute to sustainable specifications 

on projects. Table 4.3-4 shows the results:  

The responses in Table 4.3-4 are coded as follows: 0. Never; 1. Very Rarely; 2. Rarely 

3. Occasionally; 4. Frequently.

Table 4.3-4 Stakeholders contribution to sustainable specifications 

Stakeholder Mean 
Std. 

Deviation Median N Minimum Maximum 
Architect 2.96 0.82 3 26 1 4 

Engineer 2.80 1.04 3 25 0 4 

Education Units (Universities) 2.68 0.99 3 25 0 4 

Quantity Surveyor 2.41 1.15 2 27 1 4 

Government 2.40 0.96 2 25 1 4 

Client 2.37 0.97 2 27 1 4 

Non-Governmental Organisations 
(professional or trade associates) 

2.27 0.96 2 15 1 4 

End User / Tenant 1.96 0.98 2 25 0 3 

Architects are viewed to have the greatest contribution to sustainable building specifications with a 

Mean of 2.96 (SD=0.37), followed by engineers with a mean of 2.80 (SD=1.04). The quantity surveyor 

has a role in contributing towards sustainable specifications with a mean of 2.41 (SD=1.15). It can be 

inferred from the participants’ responses that quantity surveyors have a positive role to play at the 

design stage in terms of contributing towards sustainable specifications after architects and engineers’ 

inputs. Bartlett and Howard (2000), supports that the quantity surveyor who understands not only the 

Figure 4.3-2 Histogram on retail and commercial developments benefitting from sustainable designs
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financial aspects but the whole project, can make contributions to address client’s sustainability needs. 

Despite this, quantity surveyors place little importance on environmental sustainability issues (Sonson 

and Kulatunga, 2014). 

Although the end user / tenant was ranked low by the participants, QS|S6) views that “Green building 

is mostly for building owners not investors who build and sell the property”. Revell and Blackburn (2007) 

highlight that as architects are usually at the top of professional team and are in an appropriate position 

to push the sustainability agenda on construction projects. The finding from the survey differs with 

literature from Shelbourn et al., (2006) who states that, the end user / tenant does plays vital role in 

promoting sustainability aspects on projects and should be more involved in the design process. 

4.3.5 Decision makers of green developments 

The decision to adopt sustainable building methods is perceived to be highest with the client with a 

mean of 2.84 (SD=0.37) and followed by the architect with a mean of 2.46 (SD=0.58), as shown in 

Table 4.3-5. QS|P(4) states that “sustainability is very much client driven” with QS|P(4) pointing out that 

it is “client decision to have it in or out.” Nevertheless, all project stakeholders listed tend to contribute 

to sustainable design where necessary. Respondents also viewed that quantity surveyors have the 

smallest role with a mean of 1.62 (SD=0.90) in the decision-making process of sustainable building 

projects. The responses in Table 4.3-5 are coded as follows: 0. Not Important; 1. Slightly Important; 2. 

Moderately Important; 3. Important; 4. Very Important. 

Table 4.3-5 Decision makers of green developments 

Decision Maker Mean 

Std. 

Deviation N Minimum Maximum 

Client 2.85 0.37 26 2 3 

Architect 2.46 0.58 26 1 3 

Government 2.36 0.86 25 0 3 

Sustainability Professionals 2.19 0.69 26 1 3 

Education Units 2.00 0.89 26 0 3 

Engineer 1.85 0.73 26 1 3 

Non-Governmental Organisations 1.84 0.55 25 0 2 

Quantity Surveyor 1.62 0.90 26 0 3 

It is critical to get complete buy-in from the professionals in the industry as they ultimately guide the 

client and other project stakeholders on the benefits of green developments. QS|P(3) states that “the 

architect is the biggest influence in sustainable developments, since he can lead the whole team with 

his design and get the client to come on board”. 

Mora, (2007) states that as part of the design team the architects and engineers play a key role in 

preparing specifications on project. It is however the clients who is the key decision makers in 
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construction projects and can improve sustainability aspects (Blayse and Manley, 2004). as supported 

by the findings in the table. 

4.3.6 Cost implications of green developments 

While all future developments should be designed to be sustainable, the respondents stated that there 

is an additional cost assigned to green designs on certain elements. Majority of the respondents in 

Table 4.3-6 perceive that durability, availability of local materials as well as the use of energy and water 

efficient resources as the greatest elements that impact on the cost of sustainable design. 

Table 4.3-6 Green aspects that increase building cost 

Green aspect Mean 
Std. 

Deviation N Median Mode 
Durability of the product 2.46 0.81 26 3.00 3.00 

Make use of energy efficient fixtures 2.37 0.88 27 3.00 3.00 

Availability of materials locally 2.30 0.99 27 3.00 3.00 

Make use of water efficient fixtures 2.19 0.98 26 2.50 3.00 

Make use of sustainably harvested materials 1.93 0.73 27 2.00 2.00 

Make use of recycled products 1.74 1.02 27 2.00 2.00 

Make use of reusable products 1.70 0.99 27 2.00 2.00 

Implementing the use of alternative building materials is good.  However, quality, durability and cost are 

top of mind for project decision makers. QS|P(2) states that “As long as the material is durable and cost 

effective and meets the intended use the country must use that alternative!”. 

In terms of the literature reviewed, one reason people are not committed to green building is the 

perception that green aspects result in higher building costs than traditional buildings from design to 

commissioning (Revel and Blackburn, 2007; Choi, 2009). The green aspects listed in Table 4.3-6 

decrease the environmental impacts buildings generate, Mora, (2007) however highlights that with 

improving durability aspects of materials significantly enhances environmental performance of a 

building.  

4.3.7 Quantity surveyor contribution to sustainability 

Although the QS has minimal say in the decision-making process from what was observed Table 4.3-5, 

they do play a role in contributing knowledge and ideas into sustainable building projects. Table 

4.3-7below depicts that the QS has the highest contribution at the project planning phases, where 

design development has the highest mean of 3.38 (SD=3.38) followed by the documentation and 

procurement stage with a mean of 3.23 (SD=.0.91). Some respondents believe that the QS may have 

some insight at the construction stage however, this is considered below average with a mean of 2.42 

(SD=1.03). 
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Table 4.3-7 QS Contribution to sustainable design 

Project Stage Mean 

Std. 

Deviation N Minimum Maximum 

Design development 3.38 .75 26 1 4 

Documentation and procurement 3.23 .91 26 2 4 

Concept and viability stage 3.08 .84 26 0 4 

Construction Stage 2.42 1.03 26 1 4 

Completion and Operation Stage 1.46 1.30 26 0 4 

The quantity surveyors’ role on projects is primarily to offer cost advice at all stages of a development 

to ensure the client achieves value for money (Matipa et al., 2008). Kohler and Lützkendorf (2002), 

show that the quantity surveyor is well placed at the preliminary stages of a project to work with other 

consultants to provide cost advice and solutions to client problems. 

Furthermore, Table 4.3-8, highlights the project phases in which the respondents view the QS to have 

the greatest opportunity to participate in sustainable designs which is the design development with a 

mean of 3 (SD=1.20), concept and viability stage with a mean of 2.96 (SD=1.09) and  the documentation 

and procurement stage with a mean of 2.85 (SD 0.92). QS|S(5) notes that “The need for sustainable 

development must come from an economic and environmental perspective at early stages of a 

projects”. Table 4.3-7 above in conjunction with Table 4.3-8 below suggests that despite QS’s having 

low decision power, they do play a role in contributing at the planning phase of sustainably designed 

projects.  

Table 4.3-8 Importance of QS participation on sustainable projects at different stages 

Project Stage 
Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 
N Minimum Maximum 

Design development 3.00 1.20 26 0 4 

Concept and viability stage 2.96 1.09 27 0 4 

Documentation and procurement 2.85 0.92 26 1 4 

Construction Stage 2.31 1.41 26 0 4 

The quantity surveyor plays a key role in the focus of management of capital costs. QS|P(4) suggests 

that a quantity surveyors input in determining lifecycle costs can positively contribute towards the 

assessment of sustainability in projects. Furthermore, the quantity surveyor has the understanding and 

knowledge into what goes into pricing and budgeting for sustainable projects as they can interrogate 

other consultants’ budgets as well as defend their assumptions on estimates done. 

4.3.8 Effect of green experience towards sustainability contribution 

To determine whether a quantity surveyor’s green experience has any impact on their ability to make 

contribution to sustainable designs, a Spearman’s Rho correlation analysis was carried out to ascertain 

the relationship. The survey questions used to measure this correlation looked at the quantity surveyors 
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level of experience with regards to green buildings and their extent of contribution toward sustainable 

specifications on projects. As per Table 4.3-9, the analysis produced a positive correlation between the 

two variables where r=0.41 indicates there is not a strong relationship and a p-value of 0.04 which is 

less than the 0.05 significance level. This suggests that at 5% interval that there is a 95% confidence 

that quantity surveyors with more green building experience are more likely to contribute but the 

relationship is weak.  

Table 4.3-9 Correlation between green building experience and QS contribution to sustainability 

The views held by Matipa et al. (2008), Gibberd (2001) and Essa and Fortune (2008) consider the early 

design stage to be the most ideal period to consider sustainability issues. However, in terms of the 

literature reviewed, Bartlett and Howard (2000), reflect that the quantity surveyor’s approach towards 

sustainable developments is more conservative as they are not specialists in the sustainability field. 

Sonson and Kulatunga (2014) also believe that quantity surveyors do not usually consider 

environmental issues whilst carrying out their role on projects. Ashworth et al. (2013), however support 

the findings as they view the quantity surveyor’s knowledge and skills developed in the building industry 

to be useful on projects.  

4.3.9 Role of quantity surveyors in green developments 

QS|P(2) discusses that “consultants are getting more involved in [sustainable] projects”. However, to 

facilitate sustainable designs, most green building projects undertaken appoint sustainability or 

environmental consultants. However, quantity surveyors, as part of the professional team, still have an 

opportunity to contribute to sustainable designs aspects and add value to the client. QS|P(1) mentions 

that they were involved in “a number of workshops held with the team and the green star consultant in 

the early stages of the project.” to brainstorm on sustainability ideas. From a quantity surveying point 

of view QS|P(3) reveals that quantity surveyors “do not look at sustainability realistically” rather they 

consider “the cost point of view of how can we make the building more efficient and cheaper.” This is 

achieved by providing cost advice on the various sustainable options provided by the project team for 

the client to make an informed decision. QS|P(4) notes that “a good quantity surveyor asks the right 

questions at an early stage [and] make necessary provisions” in their cost estimates for example having 

“a line item for a green building consultant to trigger a discussion” with the client at the early cost 

planning stages. 

QS|P(4) further suggests that the suitable approach to dealing with sustainability would be considering 

alternative building specifications “like the electrical and mechanical engineers [and] do a lifecycle 

Sustainable Contribution - Quantity Surveyor 

Correlation Coefficient 
Sig. (2-
tailed) N 

Spearman's 
rho 

Green Building 
Experience 

.41 .04 25 
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costing”. QS|P(1) applied lifecycle costing on their project as an approach to show the client value on 

various alternatives as “it is in doing the lifecycle costing on various alternatives that [consultants] starts 

showing regard for value” on behalf of the client. QS|P(1) states that it is important to “try encourage 

clients and show them the value but it is ultimately the decision of the client to whether they should 

pursue a sustainable building or not”. Though, as QS|P(4) noted, the lifecycle costing may not always 

be of interest for the client, particularly for “traditional developers [that] are looking for shorter term 

returns” such as a two to three-year outlook with the aim of selling off the development not long after 

completion. It was therefore important to understand the impact sustainability has on buildings and 

costs so that consultants can advise the client appropriately.  

Working closely with architects and service engineers is vital in the development of sustainable design 

proposals. QS|P(3) and QS|P(4) talk about understanding what goes into estimates provided by 

mechanical, electrical (M&E) and sustainable engineers as they are the leaders in generating ideas for 

sustainable designs. QS|P(3) further mentions that to give the appropriate cost advice, cost consultants 

need to understand the various changes that go into buildings to achieve the required green star ratings. 

QS|P(1) highlights the role they played in interrogating costs and solutions on projects provided by 

proposals given by the “Green star consultant [and] engineers … to achieve the required rating”. 

QS|P(3) suggests that even though the M&E consultants have a good understanding of what is required 

to achieve the required green ratings, they may not have a full understanding of the cost aspects. 

QS|P(3) speaks to how the green building consultants involved on the project pointed out where the 

most significant cost items would sit in terms of getting the necessary points for the required green star 

accreditation. The QS’s role was to cost these options provided by various disciplines in the team and 

prepare lifecycle costs with to justify to the additional expenditure and benefits. 

Although this study focuses on the pre-contract stage, the quantity surveyors interviewed made note 

that quantity surveyors still play a significant role in managing and controlling project costs during the 

construction stage. In terms of green building developments, respondents indicate that their role is to 

work closely with architects and engineers on design issues to maintain the green rating required by 

the client. QS|P(4) mentions that their project, which was set out to be a 4-star green rated building at 

design stage, “was not special” for the client by the time construction on site began. Given that the client 

was committed to sustainability, the team was challenged to make the appropriate design changes to 

achieve a 5-star green rating as required by the client. This change in rating had a cost implication to 

consultant fees as well as the contractor terms and conditions. QS|P(4) however argued that at the time 

their project was undertaken, the market for construction developments was very competitive, which 

resulted in reasonable tender prices being submitted that made it easier to adopt green initiatives on 

the project. Although the scope for most of the projects undertaken was clear, there were opportunities 

during the project variations that added to the green star rating of the buildings. 
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4.3.10 Sustainability barriers  

Even though the above results recognise the significant role the QS has in advising on green buildings, 

the researcher needed to determine what limits them to providing such services to the project team. 

The following Table 4.3-10 lists the major barriers quantity surveyors face to advising on sustainable 

building designs. 

Table 4.3-10 Barriers to QS advising on green building designs 

Type of barrier Valid Mean 

Std. 

Deviation Median Minimum Maximum 

The higher cost of sustainable building 

materials 

26 3.50 0.71 4.00 2 4 

No provision in fee structures 26 2.92 1.02 3.00 1 4 

Limited resources to engage in 

sustainability 

26 2.88 1.11 3.00 0 4 

Clients are not interested with sustainability 

initiatives 

26 2.85 1.22 3.00 1 4 

The lack of training and knowledge on 

sustainability material choices 

26 2.85 1.29 3.00 0 4 

The lack of technical understanding on the 

part of project team 

26 2.85 1.19 3.00 0 4 

The lack of expressed importance from 

clients 

26 2.77 1.27 3.00 0 4 

Insufficient data and information to 

implement sustainability initiatives 

26 2.62 1.27 2.00 0 4 

The lack of interest on the part of project 

team 

26 2.50 1.21 2.00 0 4 

 The lack of “green” products suppliers in 

the area 

26 2.46 1.17 2.00 0 4 

Difficulty in attaining financing from banks 

for sustainable developments 

26 2.31 1.26 2.00 0 4 

 Higher costs

The biggest barrier identified by the QS’s is the associated inflated cost of sustainable building materials 

with a mean 3.5 (SD=0.71). This is supported by the interviews, where all the QS’s view green building 

features as quite expensive. However, QS|P(4) highlights that although cost may be a barrier, “most 

the times the cost is typically overstated”. QS|P(4) nevertheless suggests that decisions can be made 

around redesigning building elements to improve costs to make provision for more sustainable design 

options. Furthermore, QS|S(1) points out that although the sustainable designs costs may be 

considered high, “the operational costs, improved productivity, quality environment for staff” associated 

with sustainable designs makes a strong case for the adoption of such approaches”.  Nonetheless, 

QS|S(1) emphasises that “there is an ongoing search for alternative cost effective building materials 

with the emphasis on cost effective”. 
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Perceived higher cost of green is a major barrier to adopting sustainability aspects into projects as 

tenants may not be willing to pay the additional costs despite the long term benefits they offer (Lewis, 

2004; Hakkinen and Beloni,2011). Clients are afraid the additional costs of implementing green aspects 

affects their competitiveness in the marketplace (Revell and Blackburn, 2007) 

Hakkinen and Beloni (2011), also states that insufficient technologies and tools used to assess green 

buildings is not a barrier to the development of sustainable building designs. 

 Häkkinen and Belloni (2011) validates that the lack of a competent design team in sustainable buildings 

is a barrier to its incorporation. 

 Lack of incentives for QS consultants

Another barrier that was highly rated with a mean of 2.92 (SD=1.02) was the lack of incentive for the 

quantity surveyors within their fee pricing structure to advise on sustainable designs. The QS’s 

interviewed indicate that on all their projects, a sustainability or green building consultant is utilized to 

advise the professional team on sustainability aspects of the project. On the green hotel project 

undertaken by QS|P(1) a “Green star consultant put a proposal of points the team should target and we 

went through options that were given”. Their role as a QS was purely providing cost advice to the 

professional team on the project. QS|P(2), QS|P(3) and QS|P(4) also have similar comments where 

they provide the traditional QS role on advising on costs and updating estimates.  

 Limited resources

QS’s also view highly that they have limited resources to sufficiently engage in sustainability designs, 

Mean = 2.88 (SD=1.11). Similarly, the lack of training and knowledge on sustainability material choices 

with a Mean of 2.85 (SD=1.29), as well as the lack of technical understanding on the part of project 

team with a Mean of 2.85 (SD=1.19) are considerable barriers. QS|P(3) however mentions that 

attending the green star accredited courses, has broadened his horizons on sustainability and green 

buildings aspects when it comes to providing cost advice regarding sustainable designs. QS|P(1) states 

that during their project they were engaged in several workshops for the project with the professional 

team to develop sustainable proposals with the QS preparing cost comparisons of the options for client 

approval. To prepare cost information on new technologies proposed, QS|P(1) indicates that 

“manufacturers data is available” which is used to generate lifecycle costing on the project. QS|P(3) 

points out that there is a growing number of manufacturers and suppliers dealing with buildings as there 

is an upsurge in the market for such projects. It is therefore easier to compare prices and specifications 

from suppliers to provide competitive prices for the benefit of the client.  

Stakeholders may not necessarily have the resources within their structure to successfully adopt 

innovative sustainable practices (Blayse and Manley, 2004). Ugwu and Haupt, (2007) further recognize 

that professionals on construction projects are not sufficiently knowledgeable on the use of sustainable 

tools to motivate sustainable building designs. In the South African construction industry, there is a high 

level of inexperience on existing green building legislation and their requirements (Windapo, 2015).  
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 Lack of interest from client

Client interests towards sustainability is also viewed as a significant barrier with a mean of 2.85 

(SD=1.22). Likewise, the lack of expressed importance from clients with a mean of 2.77 (SD=1.27) acts 

as a barrier to the development of sustainable designs.  

In the facilitation of sustainable designs on projects, there was consensus among the respondents that 

although sustainability should be a standard approach, the decision to implement is greatly influenced 

by client. QS|P(3) views the focus on sustainability being “very client driven”. However, QS|P(2) believes 

that there is “growing demand from clients for green star rated projects”. QS|P(2) highlights that an 

environmentally aware client is more likely to encourage sustainable designs in their brief to the design 

team. QS|P(4) further notes that the client outlook on the project has an impact on how the client values 

sustainability on the project, and states “Short term view for immediate profit or long term view for asset 

growth”. As QS|P(4) stated, a developer looking to sell a development in the shortest period of time to 

withdraw from the project on completion are primarily “traditional developers are looking for shorter term 

returns”. Developers that look for immediate returns with tight profit margins look to spend as little as 

possible. In the case where a developer may have a long-term project view, to hold and operate the 

property for a longer period of five or more years, this developer places greater emphasis on sustainable 

development and building design to better manage their maintenance regime and operational costs 

effectively. 

As profit margins are always a key determinant on the undertaking of a project, QS|P(3) points out that 

“We were faced with the critical mass of the building and the cost of the green building measures [do] 

not always make sense.”. For instance, on a single-story development, rainwater can be utilized to 

water the garden, but may not go as far as recycling the grey water. Building a grey water storage tank 

and introducing pumps is costly in relation to the size of the development. 

As mentioned in the literature review, clients are the ultimate decision makers on projects (Zainul-

Abidin, 2008). Provision for sustainability aspects may not be considered within the client’s own budget 

(Revell and Blackburn, 2007), as it will result in additional costs for the project that may make the 

building unaffordable for prospective buyers (Hwang and Tan, 2012). Priority for the sustainability 

agenda must come from the top key players such as clients and architects to promote green practices 

(Revell and Blackburn, 2007) 

 Availability of alternative green building materials

South African professionals and end users are familiar with conventional building methods. QS|S(9) 

take on materials is that “The growth and appreciation of alternative materials has been slow due to 

power marketing and promotion of it”. QS|S (9) further notes that some sustainable “building techniques 

are not supported by NHBRC [National Home Builders Registration Council] and by bank willing to 

funds them despite the sustainable and life cycle benefits”. 

Treloar et al. (2001) highlight that the selection of appropriate materials is a key issue encountered in 

building projects. If stakeholders are educated and informed on the ample options, availability quality, 
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and the benefits of alternative building products, the initial high upfront costs can be offset with cost 

savings on long term operational expenses and the demand for alternative materials accordingly.  Van 

Reenen, (2014) however acknowledges that challenges do arise in finding alternative sustainable 

building materials that have been sufficient comparable data and that the building industry has adopted. 

4.3.11 Sustainability drivers 

Table 4.3-11 Initiatives assisting to incorporate sustainable goals 

Driving Initiatives Valid Mean 

Std. 

Deviation Median Minimum Maximum 

Economic incentives 26 3.62 0.57 4 2 4 

Government policy 26 3.58 0.64 4 2 4 

Building codes 26 3.42 0.70 4 2 4 

Lower lifecycle costs 25 3.28 0.74 3 2 4 

Greater availability of green materials 25 3.08 0.86 3 2 4 

Collaborative efforts 26 3.08 0.80 3 2 4 

Increased awareness of benefits 26 3.08 0.80 3 2 4 

Industry rating systems 21 2.90 0.77 3 2 4 

Voluntary guidelines and standards 24 2.88 0.95 3 2 4 

Educational programs 26 2.85 0.73 3 2 4 

 Economic incentives

As per Table 4.3-11, the highest rated incentive for sustainability includes economic incentives (mean 

3.62 (SD=0.57)). QS|P4 indicates that to attain sustainability the professional team needs to prove its 

commercial viability as “margins are tight for any developer”. QS|P(4) further views the government and 

local authority as being the bodies with the ability to come in and provide “rebates to developers that 

are going into green buildings” thus promoting sustainable designs on projects. QS|P(2) however notes 

that although legislation is developed, it is the responsibility of the professional team to produce the 

specifications for sustainable designs. QS|P(1) and QS|P(4) state that, the current buildings codes in 

South Africa provide for an adequate 4-star green star rating, but limited designs to these building codes 

is considered by QS|P(4) as “stick approach rather than an incentive”. Furthermore, it was noted that 

through lower lifecycle costs, followed by increased awareness of the sustainability benefits and 

increased collaborative efforts between stakeholders, sustainable goals can be equally as affected on 

projects. 

While the concept of using sustainable building materials is ideal, cost remains a significant challenge 

in achieving their use on projects. QS|S(6) opines that “More economic incentives must be proved to 

the client especially when the client's aim is financial (i.e. commercial/retail building). Client can't wait 

for 10-20 years to generate a proper return, they want to see the viability of the project upfront.” The 

belief that green buildings are for building owners only and not for investors needs to be addressed 
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from a financial perspective as investors will only undertake green developments if there are proven 

immediate economic incentives. 

Traditional approach on construction projects focuses on the economic aspect of sustainability (Edum-

Fotwe and Price, 2009). Alkilani and Jupp (2013), agree that there is a lack of initiatives in developing 

economies to develop sustainable projects in the industry. 

 Government policies and building codes

Development of government policy with mean 3.58 (SD 0.64) and building codes with a mean of 3.42 

(SD=0.70), as depicted in Table 4.3-11, are also highly rated by respondents. Quantity surveyors’ views 

on the industry continue to remain reluctant to the use of alternative building materials.  However, if 

stricter building codes can be enforced, then clients and professionals will be forced to adhere 

accordingly. As QS|S(9) states  “Legislation to rubber stamp all alternative building materials and 

building methods” is a factor outside quantity surveying that can have a positive impact on sustainable 

designs. 

As noted in the literature review, local authorities play a significant role as they can create policies that 

limit the development of non-sustainable projects in the industry (Hakkinen and Beloni, 2011). Revell 

and Blackburn (2007) discuss that such regulations make sustainability reforms clear to clients thus 

driving them to incorporate such aspects in their projects. Within South Africa, there are green building 

frameworks that have been developed that can guide professional teams to be comply, thus acting as 

a driving initiative (Windapo, 2014). Blayse and Manley (2004), recommends developing these 

regulations requires input from key players in the building industry for green practices to succeed. 

 Industry rating systems

The use of green building rating tools on projects offers a valuable tool for the professional team, as 

QS|P(3) states, “we need to understand the changes that need to go into buildings to achieve the 

specific green star ratings and put a cost to it and give advice”. The rating tools offer guidance and 

emphasis on energy and water consumption aspects and considers ways to minimize their usage to 

the benefit of the client as well as the environment. QS|P(4) however implies that “rather than chasing 

ratings or trying to get certificates saying that we have a Green Star rating”, we should strive to be truly 

sustainable as the clients may not be interested in a rating for the building. 

As per the interviews conducted, respondents agree that sustainable building projects have a different 

approach as compared to dealing with normal/traditional types of projects. QS|P(1) says “as quantity 

surveyor, we are looking for value as opposed to only producing a cost effective solution”. As 

sustainable projects tend to have a longer-term outlook, as stated by QS|P(1) quantity surveyors can 

use available tools to prove that sustainability is “cheaper in the long run”. 
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Windapo (2014) agrees that the growing accessibility to industry rating tools is a driver for the 

development of green buildings. Darko et al., 2014 argues that legislation should be considered a top 

driver as it positively influences and pressures stakeholders to adopt sustainable designs in their 

projects. 

 Environmentally aware clients

From QS|P(4) involvement with end user’s tenants/ client who have a large property portfolio as well as 

“greater depth of knowledge of buildings and a greater emphasis on facilities management” usually 

require their new developments to incorporate sustainability in their designs. 

Furthermore, it is observed that, environmentally aware developers are more inclined to develop green 

buildings and as stated by QS|P(2), “the client who is environmentally aware [usually] wants a green 

building”. For instance, on the project undertaken by QS|P(2), the client was the main driver as they 

made it explicitly clear from the onset that they wanted the greenest hotel in Africa at the time. The 

client felt that people are more likely to live in green hotels as opposed to traditional hotels due to the 

greater benefits offered by green buildings. For green building developments QS|P(3) mentions that the 

client “can sell this as a green space at a relatively high rental” as tenants’ benefit from reduced electrical 

and air conditioning consumption. 

With QS|P(4), their multi-story office development had two major tenants driving the green agenda on 

the project. Both these tenants were involved in the initial stages of the project and were adamant that 

their building would be a 5-star green rated building as per the Green Star rating system. Both the 

tenants on the project had knowledge of managing building assets and they placed a great emphasis 

on facilities management. Specific requirements were highlighted at the preliminary stages and were 

based on sustainable initiatives provided by both tenants. As an example, during design meetings with 

the consultants, it was noted that one of the tenants would strip the entire floor every two years, 

performing a refresh to the layout and moving tenants around. If one were to install fixed partitioning on 

this floor, after two years it would be broken down and disposed of, so it made sense to spend more 

money on demountable partitions that can be taken down, moved and arranged to suit a new tenancy. 

As QS|P(4) highlights the development “probably [does not] get  credit for that in the rating tool but that 

is a great example of a sustainable measure” applied on a project. 

From the literature review, industry stakeholders should be able to inform the clients beforehand of the 

sustainable approaches to create sustainable developments that will benefit the environment, economy 

and social aspects (Meacham, 2010). Sebake (2008) mentions that the architect plays a crucial role at 

the planning and design stage in promoting sustainability on construction projects. 

4.3.12 Challenges faced by quantity surveyors in green developments 

QS|P(4) states that, in terms of sustainability, the challenge arises in trying to “justify spending a 

premium when others might not”. On the project done by QS|P(3), their role was to identify and 

interrogate the cost components as the entire team of “consultants were challenged to make sure that 
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the budgets that they gave for all those specific points were achievable”. Although there may be 

sustainable building materials available in the market, QS|P(1) suggests that consultants do not entirely 

understand what is involved in the development of green building designs. For instance, when it came 

to QS|P(3) interrogating the budgets provided by the mechanical, electrical and green consultants, there 

were cases of “double accounting” amongst their estimates. As QS|P(3) highlights for quantity 

surveyors the “challenge is to make sure that the budget is not inflated by information from other 

consultants” as it would lead to the project being rendered unfeasible. Therefore, clear communication 

amongst consultants plays an significant role to ensure provision for related items are not included 

under different budgets.   

Professional quantity surveyors have developed skills in keys areas relating to technology, information 

management, culture and economic aspects that can be expertly applied on projects at appropriate 

levels through training and practice (Ashworth et al., 2013). Bartlett. and Howard, (2000), discuss that 

quantity surveyors tend to be conservative and may find it difficult assess and cost energy efficiency 

measures which should rather be dealt with by experienced engineers. 

4.4 Chapter summary 

In conclusion, during the life of a construction project, the client remains the biggest influencer followed 

by the architect then the engineer. The quantity surveyor has the potential to play a positive role in 

implementing sustainable building specifications during the design stage of any given project. However, 

quantity surveyors need to start placing more importance on environmental sustainability issues in 

conjunction with project costs; as this will greatly benefit end users or tenants in the entire life cycle of 

a development. 

From the survey and in-depth interviews undertaken the research findings can be summarised as 

follows: 

 Majority of the quantity surveyors perceived Green Star accreditation as voluntary rather than a must

have. This further supports the main reason why the number of quantity surveyor sign-ups have

been slow over the last six years as well as the lack of a sufficient trained professions that can drive

and implement various sustainability techniques within the built environment.

 Majority of the interviewed quantity surveyors indicated they had limited knowledge of the green

products available in the market, therefore making them unable to impact the use of the products

during any given project. To contest this challenge, respondents indicated that online research, self-

education, direct involvement of participants in sustainable developments and attending courses

offered by GBCSA would be the best way to improve the current quantity surveyors limited technical

knowledge in alterative building materials.

 Quantity surveyors primary focus lies in cost preservation and not sustainability of a construction
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project. Therefore, it is imperative for all quantity surveyors to begin asking the right questions at the 

initial stages of any project. For example, adding green building materials and consultants to line 

items in the costing schedule to trigger a project team discussion with the client present.  

 Whilst constructing sustainable developments is client driven, the architect continues to remain the

greatest influencer in providing the benefits of constructing sustainable developments to the client

and the professional team. Nevertheless, quantity surveyors with green building experience are

more likely to significantly contribute and influence the client and project team during the design and

planning phase of any sustainably designed projects.

 Interviewed quantity surveyors indicated that undertaking a lifecycle costing from the electrical and 

mechanical engineers and other project consultants could positively impact the sustainability of 

construction projects. Unfortunately, this can only apply to clients/developers seeking longer term 

returns on a development as opposed to shorter term returns. 

 Quantity surveyors indicated that sustainability should be a mandatory standard approach and a

good building practice in reducing the carbon footprint and damage to the environment in the long

term. The likely incentive for this to take place is through ensuring the green rating system and its

incentives are well understood by the project team and client.

 Quantity surveyors’ key sustainability barriers remain; inflated costs associated with procuring

sustainable building materials; lack of incentive in fees when advising on sustainable designs; limited

resources when engaging in sustainable designs and; lack of adequate training and knowledge on

sustainable material choices.

 Key drivers that quantity surveyors stated could improve the implementation of sustainability

techniques in construction projects include: a critical analysis of the sustainable design costs against

the operational costs and productivity of the completed project; increased workshops and accredited

green star courses to broaden the quantity surveyors’ perspective and knowledge in sustainable and

green building developments and; improved government policy and building codes with association

support (i.e. National Home Builders Registration Council (NHBRC)  to increase the public

awareness and benefits of constructing sustainable developments.

 Currently quantity surveyors within various organizations view alternative building materials in

sustainable designs in their projects as costly and not practical. While the quantity surveyors have

the avenue and ability to advice on alternative building materials, their limited knowledge or historical

background has left the role of advising the client on the ideal specification to use for any green

development.to the Architect and Engineer.

Overall, at the time of the survey, quantity surveyors in South Africa had limited knowledgeable in 

sustainable developments to effectively engage and advice on strategies for sustainable specifications 

at a project planning level. However, if the professional institutions and governmental policies can 
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eventually be put in place then, quantity surveyors will have no choice but to undertake the necessary 

training to become Green Star Accredited Professionals.   
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5 Chapter Five: Conclusions and Recommendations 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter reflects on how the research aims and objectives were achieved, revisits the research 

assumptions and concludes the research with recommendations for future research. The research has 

discussed the role quantity surveyors play on sustainable building projects and their perceptions 

towards advising on sustainability aspects. 

5.2 Evaluation of research objectives 

The study set out to investigate whether quantity surveyors in South Africa are sufficiently 

knowledgeable in sustainable developments to effectively engage and advise on strategies for 

sustainable specifications at a project planning level identified into four sub sections: 

a) Determine how quantity surveyors view alternative building specifications

From the literature review, it was observed that at the design stage ideas regarding sustainability

aspects commonly come from the design consultants within the project team i.e. the architect,

mechanical and electrical engineers. Although findings from the Interviews also showed that green

building consultants are usually appointed when the client requires a development to achieve a certain

green star rating.  Quantity surveyor tends to be low on the list of people that contribute to alternative

building specifications, as they rather focus on cost aspects of specifications provided.

b) Establish to which degree quantity surveyors have experience advising on alternative building

materials on projects and to provide advice on alternative specifications.

Quantity surveyors have limited experience on advising on alternative specifications. The research

shows that a very few percentage quantity surveyors had worked on green or sustainable building

projects and are therefore were not able to provide input at the design stage. However, it is evident

that those quantity surveyors with experience on green building projects, are more likely to contribute

towards the sustainable design aspects like material choices on projects based on lessons learnt on

previous projects. Furthermore, many quantity surveyors that have not been exposed to green

building projects are more likely to adopt a traditional approach in terms of providing their professional

services to clients i.e. providing only cost advice to clients based on the designs and solutions

provided by other professions in the design team. This research study has also shown that even

though the quantity surveyor is knowledgeable on many aspects of building construction they

contribute little towards sustainable designs at the pre-contract stage of a project and they are usually

not expected to give such advice on sustainability as it is not part of their scope.
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c) Gauge the ability, at a project planning level, the quantity surveyor can contribute to project changes

through justification that sustainability aspects can be accommodate within the project costs.

The Literature review shows that the quantity surveyor has an influence on decisions on all design 

development stages of a project. The surveys and interviews also support the literature in that the 

quantity surveyor has reasonable opportunity to contribute at the early project stages whilst the client 

is looking to add value to the project. In this regard, research concluded that the quantity surveyor 

has an influence but primarily through making appropriate budgetary provisions for sustainability at 

initial stages of a project. As professionals, asking the right questions at the right time is critical for 

any project being undertaken and it is vital for the quantity surveyor through a well-defined brief, know 

the expectations and outlook of the client to make the necessary allowances within the budget for 

their requirements on the project. 

d) Identify factors that quantity surveyors need training and exposure on green building projects to

appreciate sustainability aspects, specifications and pricing.

The research also sought to determine whether improved exposure or knowledge would influence 

quantity surveyors to engage in sustainable designs. The research shows that improved knowledge 

in the field of green/sustainable building practices can advance their ability to contribute positively 

towards such developments. Furthermore, as government legislation on sustainable building 

practices develops, there will be greater knowledge and information for which the professions will 

need to be acquainted with for new building developments. Thus, it is important for quantity surveyors 

to become aware of developments on legislation with this regard to stay relevant and practical in the 

building industry. 

5.3 Research aim 

The aim of this research was to investigate how quantity surveyors in the South African context view 

alternative building materials and establish to what degree they were willing to make contributions to 

sustainable projects at early design stages. Furthermore, the study aimed to determine the quantity 

surveyors influence on project changes at the design and determine what factors would influence them 

to think in a more sustainable way.  

The research showed that quantity surveyors have a role to play in working on sustainable building 

projects. They should not be limited to only providing cost advise but through knowledge of various 

tools such green start rating tools as well as other eco labelling tools, provide insight within the 

professional team to provide greater value to the client. Quantity surveyors are sufficiently 

knowledgeable there only that there are not enough of practicing green cost management. 
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5.4 Research question 

The research question at the beginning of this study questioned whether Quantity surveyors in South 

Africa are sufficiently knowledgeable in sustainable developments to effectively engage and advise on 

strategies for sustainable specifications at a project planning level. This study however showed that the 

quantity surveyors with their extensive knowledge in the building industry are sufficiently knowledgeable 

and that they can contribute towards sustainable aspects at the project planning level, however they 

need more green star related training and educational knowledge in sustainable development. As 

building professionals, quantity surveyors have a significant role to play in considering the economic 

aspects of sustainability as well as minor roles on the environmental and social aspects as their primary 

role is to provide cost advise on projects. This research has also shown that the quantity surveyors can 

play a proactive role by collaborating with members of the design team at the project planning stages 

to guide sustainability aspects to meet the clients. 

5.5 Research subsidiary/secondary questions 

The research also sought to determine answers to subsidiary questions that aimed to determine what 

limits quantity surveyors in contributing to sustainable developments during the planning stages. It was 

determined that the perceived higher cost of implementing sustainable designs is a limitation as well as 

the lack of reward in terms of additional fees when it comes to contributing their ideas to sustainable 

developments. Furthermore, the quantity surveyor views sustainable development as a client driven 

decision, thus they may not see any value in pushing a sustainability agenda that a client may not be 

interested in. However, the study research shows that quantity surveyors need more training and 

knowledge in this field to effectively contribute practically to the sustainable design process as currently 

majority of the professionals in the industry are aware but have not had significant exposure to such 

developments. 

5.6 Limitations of the study 

The study was limited to quantity surveyors in South Africa and the sample size was restricted to 

quantity surveyors ASAQS national members and members of the Green Building Council South Africa. 

The individual interviews undertaken were limited to registered ASAQS members who have been 

involved in green rated building projects in South Africa. This limited the number of respondents for the 

study. 

Furthermore, there was limited time to get feedback from the respondents, this had an impact on the 

total number of responses received from the online surveys which limited the analysis and feedback. 
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5.7 Conclusions  

In conclusion, based on the evaluation of the research question, aims and objectives the following 
was deduced; 

 The construction of sustainable developments is most effective at design stage when all the project

stakeholders are involved.

 Quantity surveyors in the current market are the least likely to effect alternative building

specifications as they remain traditionally driven to cost preservation and remain inexperienced in

sustainable development. The findings do however prove that quantity surveyors have a key role to

play and that sustainability trained quantity surveyors can effectively engage and advise on

strategies for sustainable specifications at a project planning level while still practicing green cost

management.

5.8 Recommendations 

The following recommendations were drawn from the findings: 

1. Quantity surveyors need to have a better understanding of green rating tools available in the

market as well as do research on green trends to be better informed on sustainability issues in

the industry. As professionals, they should invest in further training related to sustainability or

green building developments so that they can play a proactive part in the design process.

2. The research found that engagement and effective communication with other professionals in

the team is vital to achieving project outcomes. Quantity surveyors need to ensure that they

understand what other design consultants are putting forward in terms of sustainability changes

and their impact to the building in terms of value as well as overall cost implications.

3. Although demand is growing towards sustainable developments. The study has shown that a

small number of quantity surveyors has been involved in green projects. Governments should

promote legislation that requires the adoption of sustainable building practices so that there is

significant growth in the sector, thus providing opportunities for quantity surveyors to get

involved in.

4. The quantity surveyor can show value of sustainability for long term gain to the client despite

the added cost. Buy in from the clients will eventually lead to more demand of sustainable

building practices and this will in turn compel quantity surveyors to get green ratings/accredited.

5. Provisions should be made within the quantity surveyors professional fee structure to provide

them the opportunity to give advice on alternative building specifications and other sustainability

aspects. Quantity surveyors should be able to show value to clients and thus be rewarded

within their fees offered.
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6. The misconceptions of significant inflated costs of sustainable building materials should be

addressed by carrying out appropriate life cycle assessments on alternatives. Quantity

surveyors working closely with key participants on projects can develop proposals to prove the

viability of alternatives in the long term which will beneficial the client.

5.9 Areas of further research 

This research is limited to the pre-contract stage of projects where it offers the greatest opportunities to 

contribute to design changes and specifications. However, there are other areas in which further 

research related to this topic can be undertaken. These include the following: 

 There is a need to consider the role quantity surveyors manage the post contract stage of

projects to maintain the green building ratings a project requires. As cost professionals, they

continuously provide advice to the client and team and there are opportunities for them to

provide value to clients as well as the design team regarding sustainability matters during

construction.

 Consideration of how quantity surveyors encourage key stakeholders such as the client to

promote sustainability on their projects.

 Further research is needed to see how institutions such as the Green Building Council of South

Africa can promote green building practices in the industry to make the building standards that

are sustainable a norm in the country.

Another area for further research can be testing life cycle assessments in case studies in a

South African context to determine the value projects can get if carried out correctly. In seeing

how these assessments are undertaken, the profession can learn and develop the green

building industry.
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Appendix A: Interview Questionnaire 

Investigating the perception of quantity surveyors advising on building specifications to 

support sustainable building developments 

Section 1 – General information 

1. Are you a Green Star SA Accredited Professional?

2. When did you qualify to become a Green Star accredited professional?

3. How many projects have you worked on that have applied for Green Star rating (design or as

built)?

Section 2 – Interview Questions 

Section A: Attitudes towards sustainability in the built environment 

4. What does ‘sustainability’ mean to you?

5. How would you define a sustainable project and what makes it distinguishes it to a normal

project?

6. How important do you think is sustainable development?

7. How would you describe the meaning of the term ‘sustainable development’ in your practice?

8.

Section B – Attitudes towards responsibility for sustainable development 

1. In your opinion, what would be the best way to facilitate the implementation of sustainable

practices on projects?

2. Where do you get your ideas/strategies for sustainable designs and specifications?

3. What is in your opinion/from your experience the main advantage of advising on sustainable

developments?

4. What do you think are the leading drivers for addressing sustainability issues on projects?

5. What do you think are the leading barriers for addressing sustainability issues on projects?

6. Do you have any additional remarks about the importance of sustainability in the construction

industry?

Section C Project related Interview Questions 

1. Could you describe one project that involved sustainability? (Office/Commercial, Residential,

Industrial, Governmental, Retail (Malls, Restaurants, Stores), Retrofitting)

2. What was the Green Star rating for the project?

3. What were the characteristics of the project that made it sustainable?

4. What roles did people (you and the project team) take into the sustainability project process?

 What were the actions BEFORE the project?

 What were the actions DURING the project?

 What were the actions AFTER the project?

5. Was the scope of the project clear from the start?

6. Did stakeholders have a short term or long term focus on the project?
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7. What was the cost of the project and do you think the initial budget was sufficient?

8. Can you describe the challenges encountered when addressing sustainability issues on the

project?

9. What were the most effective actions to solve these challenges?

10. What lessons learnt in the project that will be helpful for your next sustainability project?
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Appendix B: Online survey 

Perception of quantity surveyors advising on building specifications to support sustainable 

building developments 

1. Are you a Green Star SA Accredited Professional?

2. When did you qualify to become a Green Star accredited professional?

YEAR CODE 

2008 07 

2009 06 

2010 05 

2011 04 

2012 03 

2013 02 

2014 01 

Accreditation program on-going 00 

3. A) How many projects have you worked on that have applied for Green Star rating (design or

as built)??

YEAR CODE 

None 01 

1-5 02 

6-10 03 

11-15 04 

More than 15 08 

B) Rate your experience level with regards to green buildings

No Experience Very Experienced 

1 2 3 4 5 

4. What activities have contributed to your green experience - rate the contribution - very useful -

not at all useful?

Not useful 

at all 

 Very Useful 

Direct involvement in sustainable 

developments 

1 2 3 4 5 

Indirect involvement in sustainable 

developments 

1 2 3 4 5 

Yes No 
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Attending Courses offered by GBCSA 1 2 3 4 5 

Attending Courses offered by other institutions 1 2 3 4 5 

Non-Governmental organizations’ 

involvement 

1 2 3 4 5 

Online reading/research 1 2 3 4 5 

Further education 1 2 3 4 5 

CPD events 1 2 3 4 5 

Other (please specify): 1 2 3 4 5 

5. Which type of green development have you worked on?

Never Frequently 

Office/Commercial 1 2 3 4 5 

Residential 1 2 3 4 5 

Industrial 1 2 3 4 5 

Governmental 1 2 3 4 5 

Retail (Malls, Restaurants, Stores…) 1 2 3 4 5 

6. “In your opinion, which type of developments benefit most from being designed to be

sustainable?

Least  

important 

Most

important 

Commercial 1 2 3 4 5 

Residential 1 2 3 4 5 

Industrial 1 2 3 4 5 

Governmental 1 2 3 4 5 

Retail (Malls, Restaurants, Stores…) 1 2 3 4 5 

7. Do you agree that green or sustainable practices are associated with increased costs?

Strongly Disagree  Neutral  Strongly Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

8. Do you agree that green or sustainable designs are more complicated to design than traditional

building?

Strongly Disagree  Neutral   Strongly Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 
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9. Do you agree that green or sustainable design and/or construction benefits the environment

and society?

Strongly Disagree  Neutral   Strongly Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

10. How often do these professions or entities contribute to green/sustainable specifications on

projects?

Never Frequently 

Client 1 2 3 4 5 

End User / Tenant 

Architect 1 2 3 4 5 

Engineer (Civil, structural, 

mechanical) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Quantity Surveyor 1 2 3 4 5 

Government (Local & planning 

authorities) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Education Units (Universities...) 1 2 3 4 5 

Non-Governmental Organisations 

(professional or trade associates) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Other (please specify) 1 2 3 4 5 

11. Which of the following stakeholders’ decision power (directly/indirectly) has the greatest

influence on specifications for prospective green/sustainable development.

Not at all 

important 

Very

important 

Client 1 2 3 4 5 

Architect 1 2 3 4 5 

Engineering (Civil, mechanical…) 1 2 3 4 5 

Quantity Surveyor 1 2 3 4 5 

Government 1 2 3 4 5 

Education Units (Universities...) 1 2 3 4 5 

Sustainability professional 1 2 3 4 5 

Non-Governmental Organisations 1 2 3 4 5 

Other (please specify) 1 2 3 4 5 

12. At what stage in the project life cycle is your contribution to sustainability crucial for your

projects?
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Project stage None Average High 

Concept and viability stage 1 2 3 4 5 

Design development 

Documentation and procurement 1 2 3 4 5 

Construction Stage 1 2 3 4 5 

Completion and Operation Stage 1 2 3 4 5 

13. How would you rate the importance of your participation in green/sustainable specification

development at the following project stages?

Project stage None Average High 

Concept and viability stage 1 2 3 4 5 

Design development 1 2 3 4 5 

Documentation and procurement 1 2 3 4 5 

Construction Stage 1 2 3 4 5 

14. Please rank the following barriers to advising on sustainable building specifications on

prospective green/sustainable developments.

None Average High 

Clients are not interested with 

sustainability initiatives 
1 2 3 4 5 

The lack of expressed importance 

from clients i.e. sustainability is set 

as a low priority 

1 2 3 4 5 

The lack of training and knowledge 

on sustainability material choices 
1 2 3 4 5 

No provision in fee structures taking 

into account the recovery of long 

term savings on projects 

1 2 3 4 5 

The higher cost of sustainable 

building materials 
1 2 3 4 5 

The lack of technical understanding 

on the part of project team e.g. 

technical performance 

1 2 3 4 5 

The lack of interest on the part of 

project team  
1 2 3 4 5 

Insufficient data and information to 

implement sustainability initiatives 
1 2 3 4 5 

Limited resources to engage in 

sustainability 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Other (please specify): 

1 2 3 4 5 

15. What initiatives will assist to incorporate sustainable goals into projects?

None Average High 

Economic incentives 1 2 3 4 5 

Educational programs 1 2 3 4 5 

Regulatory requirements 1 2 3 4 5 

Voluntary guidelines and standards 1 2 3 4 5 

Collaborative efforts (public-private 

partnerships for sustainable 

building) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Other (please specify) 

1 2 3 4 5 

16. What is your take on use of alternative building materials in South Africa?

  

  

  

17. What factors outside of quantity surveying interfere with sustainable developments?
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Appendix C: Interview transcripts 

Question QS|P(1) QS|P(2) 

Green star 
accredited 
professional 

No. Believes it adds no additional value but it 
is good to know what happens 

No 

Attended GBCSA 
course 

Yes No 

Worked on 
GreenStar rated 
projects 

Yes  
7 No. including residential, commercial and 
industrial buildings 

Yes 
Hotels and Office blocks 

What does a QS 
consider 
sustainability 

Having a future for the children  Implementing the principles of good building 
practice i.e. responsible building practice, reducing 
carbon footprint, less damage to the environment. 
Recycling materials and looking after the planet 

Differences from 
normal projects 

There is a different approach when looking at 
green star rated projects as there are more 
factors to consider. 

For example we look at orientation of the 
building, specifications that are appropriate. 

It may require carrying out lifecycle costings 
on various alternatives. 

As a QS we are looking for value as opposed 
to only producing a cost effective solution.  

Project built using those factors. Using recyclable 
waters, savings on energy costs and amounts 
consumed. There is a trend towards sustainability 
as a norm in the industry. There is new legislation 
but it is the architects role to produce the 
specifications 

Importance of 
sustainability 

Sustainability should be a standard approach; 
it is not onerous at all if the designs are done 
right. 

It is gaining an importance. The size and type of 
project can determine whether the project is 
sustainable or not. E.g you might build a single 
storey in using rainwater to water the garden, but 
you may not go as far as recycling your grey water 
and building a grey water storage tank and 
introducing pumps because it becomes to 
expensive in relation to the size of the block. E.g 
for the office block we got quite a big roof and we 
thought about storing the rain water by means of 
building a storage tank underground and pump it 
up and irrigate the garden but we got very little 
planting so it was not justified. We were faced with 
the critical mass of the building/project and the cost 
of the green building measures did not always 
make sense. For instance putting in bicycle racks 
or changing low energy light bulbs, for the cost of 
the project we could justify using some of the green 
features. Being a basement 3 levels down, we 
discovered underground water, the subsoil water is 
however being collected and stored for use in 
irrigation 

How do you focus 
on sustainability 

Sustainability is very much client driven. We 
try encourage clients and show them the value 
but it is ultimately the decision of the client to 
whether they should pursue a sustainable 
building or not. For clients it may be very much 
driven by the tenants, thus if the tenants want 
a sustainable building the client will aim to 
deliver one. 

The client who is environmentally aware and wants 
a green building. 
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Question QS|P(1) QS|P(2) 

How do you show 
client value 

We have a simple approach. For example 
show the client option A which has a higher 
capital outlay on day one but it repays itself in 
six to seven years on a 15 year lease, so the 
next nine years the client will be making 
money and the client likes making money. It is 
in doing the lifecycle costings on various 
alternatives that one starts showing regard for 
value. 
One needs to prove to the client that there is 
value as they will not undertake the project if 
there is no value. 

Best ways to 
facilitate the 
implementation of 
sustainable 
designs in projects 

Show the value and sustainable practices. 
You must show the value, people tend to look 
at sustainability as expensive, it’s not 
expensive but it’s cheap and cheaper in the 
long run 

Comes from 2 sources. The client who is 
environmentally aware and wants a green building. 
Often one wants a green building as it is 
considered good marketing. E.g, if you have an 
office block, tenants would like to know that they 
are operating in a green environment with good 
lighting, quality air conditions, feeling more 
comfortable in the space. The developer can 
therefore consider having sustainable approach to 
be a part of the green building movement or 
because he thinks it may be easier to let to tenants, 
running costs should be less, which is 
advantageous. The hotel developer was the driver, 
he wanted the greenest hotel in Africa and that was 
his motivation. The client felt that people will want 
to live in green hotels rather than normal hotels. 
E.g. the gym has these exercise bikes which tells
you the amount of electricity generated for the
hotel, even though it is not a lot, guests are also
given points/rewards for energy saved. All this
driven by the client because of the benefits to him.
Consultants are also getting more involved on such
projects.

ideas for 
sustainable 
designs and 
specifications for 
sustainability 

There are the different technologies out there 
and you get exposed to them through sales 
people and you look at the merits on each. 

In terms of strategies, it varies from job to job, 
client to client, needs and all that. 

There was an environmental consultant on the
project with an engineering background. I did not
contribute to ideas. My role as a qs was the
traditional qs role. E..g. the concrete slab had
cobiax balls which are like little plastic soccer balls
which went into the slabs to reduce the amount of
concrete. For the double glazing we just prepared
the tender documents of what was specified by the
architect, describing the windows and shopfronts.
My strategic involvement was to preparing tender
documents, adjudicating tenders and negotiation
subcontracts.

leading drivers to 
sustainability in 
projects 

Energy is a huge thing and building orientation 
and location, if done right it ticks half the boxes 
of sustainability issues and energy. 

Obviously there is the materials side of it, you 
want to use environmentally friendly materials. 

•Potential long term savings in operating costs
•Encourage tenants/guests to live and work in
green buildings

leading barriers to 
sustainability in 
projects 

Initial capital cost is the big one. • Initial costs, as some of these things can be quite
expensive

 Cost implications of green features.
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Question QS|P(1) QS|P(2) 

You have developers that are looking for 
competitive rent thus the developers are 
looking for the cheapest alternative solution. In 
doing so you can miss the opportunities that 
sustainability offers because it has a slightly 
higher capital cost. 

If you however look at the operational costs, 
improved productivity, quality environment for 
staff it makes sense to adopt such 
approaches. 

knowledge of the 
client as a barrier 

Nowadays clients are generally aware, so if 
they request for it we provide for it and vice 
versa. Their knowledge is not an inhibiting 
factor 

Importance of 
sustainability 

Sustainability is slowly becoming the norm as 
people want to do the right thing. 

There is growing demand from clients for 
green star rated projects. 

Cost implications 
having green star 
rated buildings 

For a 4 star there are generally no cost 
implications. It is generally becoming the norm 
on standard building projects. A well designed 
building with a standard building budget 
should be able to achieve a 4 star rating. 

5 Star rated buildings have a cost implication 
as you start introducing more features.  

Project Specific 23,000 m² 
6 Star rated building 
Office building 
Green star consultant involved 

Platinum LEED Certification, 6 Stars for green 
building 
Hotel 

 Double skin façade
 Sea water cooling plant,
 Displacement ventilation air conditioning,

where the air conditioning comes from
the floor. Sea water which is collected at
12 – 13 degrees, for 3 quarters of the
year the water is cool enough so it comes
out from the floor rising up and cooling
the room at almost the required
temperature. Using 75% less energy than
the traditional AC system as it is literally
off most of the time as you got chilled
water.

 Grey water system
 Metering
 Controlled lighting system i.e. every light

can be switched off individual
 Sustainable timber, FSC Certified. This

was the first building that used this type
of timber.

 On the project, we did a geothermal
installation. We excavated for a parking
basement, holes were then drilled over 500
approx. 70m into the ground by a mining
contractor. Black pipes were placed in these
holes for heating and cooling the air
conditioning. In summer it acts like a cooling
agent and in winter acts like a heating agent.
Was a massive extra cost which a normal
building would not require. So the cost
depends what you do. The concept is not
new.

 The contractor was given a list of items to
comply with such as dust, noise control
measures, walk off mats. Geothermal heating.
Ventilation and air-conditioning system that
constantly uses constant underground
temperatures to heat and cool the building.
Three 17m wind turbines. . Cobiax balls to
reduce concrete volume, similar to hollow
blocks construction. Double glazing. Heat and
light efficient glass – high performance
windows. Roof construction- double layered
for sound insulation. Recycled rainwater with
a stainless steel tank in the basement which
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Question QS|P(1) QS|P(2) 

is visible to visitors that park in the basement. 
Grey water recycling. Photo voltaic panels on 
the roof. Planters on roof slabs. Mechanical 
and electrical engineers also made provisions 
for environmental aspects. Public areas with 
movement sensor lighting, water saving 
fittings. Incorporated surrounding wetlands 
into the building. 

 Social aspects – used local products as much
as possible. Using products with low voc.
Walls in basement parking were painted by
local community

QS role played in 
design stage 

Goals were set and the whole team bought in. 

Green star consultant put a proposal of points 
the team should target and we went through 
options were given and we had to cost them, 
prepare a lifecycle to justify additional 
expenditure, from there technologies were 
chosen that would suit the building. 

A number of workshops were held with the 
team and the green star consultant in the early 
stages of the project. 

Green star consultant, Engineers provided 
proposal to achieve the required rating. we as 
the QS’s reviewed the costs, queried how the 
solutions would work on the building and 
carried out lifecycle costings on the options. 

The client approved certain items and rejected 
others. 

 Traditional QS role and advising on costs.
 Updating estimates as more information came

in and considering alternative materials and 
cost implications. 

Lifecycle costing Although the technology maybe new, there is 
manufacturers data available which was used 
as a basis of the costs.  
E.g. The manufacturers have an expected
lifecycle of 15 years for the project,
maintenance is a costed amount per year,
based on the maintenance contract. The
engineers can provide you with energy saving
data that the technology saves and base the
cost of energy today escalated appropriately
to its expected life, one can work out the cost
in today’s terms.
Present it to the client saying this will pay itself
off in six to seven years, over its lifecycle this
is the overall cost for lifecycle A compared with
lifecycle B which is the traditional showing it is
cheaper over the lifecycle A. On this project
lifecycle costing was done as we were trying
to prove the new technologies themselves but
on the following projects it has not been a
requirement from lessons learnt.

Was not required to carry out lifecycle costing, just 
standard Quantity surveying role.  
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Question QS|P(1) QS|P(2) 

Challenges Suppliers were not the challenge, people did 
not understand what was involved – Fear 
They would say green/sustainability is 
expensive 

During construction Cost control and management 
Was the scope of 
the project clear 
from the start? 

We all realised as consultants what we were in for 
from the start as the client knew what they wanted, 
africas first green hotel. 

Did stakeholders 
have a short term 
or long term focus 
on the project? 

Long term focus 

What was the cost 
of the project and 
do you think the 
initial budget was 
sufficient? 

Initial budget sufficient but there were a number of 
changes that came along during the design stage. 
Money spent on things that were not anticipated for 
such as the geothermal heating but not all cost 
increases were due to green building features. 

Challenges Big challenge with the geothermal installation. 
Finalising the final account with the subcontractor.  
Commissioning of all the equipment was a 
challenge but mostly for the engineers. It was 
ongoing for some time after the project was 
completed. 

Lessons learnt First real green building project I was involved in. 
Learnt how green buildings are dealt with i.e. what 
the requirements are, what things to look for, what 
to strategies you can implement e.g. grey water 
recycling, solar. Know what to allow for when 
dealing with new green projects. 
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Question QS|P(3) QS|P(4) 

Green star 
accredited 
professional 

No. Yes 
2010 

Attended GBCSA 
course 

Yes 

Worked on 
GreenStar rated 
projects 

Yes 
Have worked on two office projects but 
executed only one 

Only one projects 
Worked on buildings that have called for green 
building scoring. 

What does a QS 
consider 
sustainability 

that is a very vast question actually it goes 
back into environmental or is it sustainable 
work creation, or is it using sustainable 
products? It’s a very large scale thing actually. 
But I think that there is a responsibility that 
what it comes down to, there is a responsibility 
to each and every human being and also 
towards the professionals on specific projects 
to ensure that whatever they implement it is a 
sustainable product that we are putting down 
because it is going to be there for the next 60 
to 100 years. Using sustainable materials 
contributes to that, but it does not always mean 
it is the cheapest and that is where it actually 
becomes tricky for you as the QS.  You will 
much rather advise your clients of the cost 
benefit now than the kickback over 30 years 
because let’s say in 30 years you will be retired 
and will not have to worry about it anymore. 
Sustainability, I think, is to build responsibly 
and to use the resources that you have 
responsibly, and also using resources of a 
sustainable nature to ensure that the building 
you are putting down has longevity, using 
products of a sustainable nature and you are 
not exploiting resources and putting nature in 
harm unnecessarily. 

From a QS perspective, its different from how 
other professions see it In as much QS’s focuses 
on capital costs of the building that’s actually the 
most insignificant part of the cost when you look 
at the lifecycle cost of the building. Sustainability 
is about limiting maintenance cost and making 
the maintenance regime easy and cost effective 
as you find when buildings are not maintained 
that’s when they dilapidate fastest. When 
buildings are built and designed with 
sustainability in mind and maybe spending a bit 
more upfront on the capex then the benefit goes 
to the owner and occupants of the building. But it 
is  a bit of a contradiction for the QS as you are 
spending a bit more upfront. When looking at 
sustainability in the true sense rather than 
chasing ratings or trying to get certificates saying 
that we have a greenstar rating, it’s about a 
building that is truly sustainable.  

Differences from 
normal projects 

I think there is a degree of sustainability being 
used, but there are better things they could do 
that especially in regards to energy and water 
consumption as those are biggest ones. You 
can see now with what eskom is doing and 
secondly what is going to happen when we get 
constrained on water usage? Electricity you 
can substitute by using gas but water, you can 
drink coke for the rest of your life, what we are 
going to do with water is a big aspect. So there 
should be responsible usage of water and 
electricity. And it therefore comes back to the 
product that you build. Firstly, the taps that you 
put in does it actually waste water or is it a 
product that limits the amount of water that one 
uses. Those are the two main issues to look at. 

One that takes a longer term view. Take a private 
developer as a client, if that developer is looking 
for a short term return and looking to sell the 
property on immediately and withdraw from the 
project on completion or soon after they are not 
necessarily have a long term view in terms of 
sustainability. Whereas where someone is going 
to hold the property and is going to operate it for 
10 years far more emphasis will be placed on 
sustainability. Its about the long term and short 
term view of the client. 
Short term immediate profit or long term asset 
growth.  
Anyone who is looking for an immediate return 
with tight margins is looking to spend as little as 
possible and that goes beyond sustainability it 
just good practice. There are a lot of clients or 
developers that cut corners to save on costs but 
it catches up with them in the long run. 

Importance of 
sustainability 

In our viabilities we always have a line item for a 
green building consultant to trigger a discussion 
as well as make provision for it. It is a key part of 
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the clients brief. It’s a question you would ask the 
client, do you want a sustainable building or 
rated, which might be different. Clients might ask 
for a  sustainable but not interesting in the rating. 
It may not be a marking aspect but an internal 
requirement and an operational issue for the 
client. Where the onus comes on the QS if we 
don’t ask the question upfront and we don’t make 
the necessary provisions in our viabilities, when it 
comes to cutting costs, typically that is the item 
that is taken out first. Its client decision to have it 
in or out. 

A good QS asks the right questions at an early 
stage. Make necessary provisions e.g. are you 
going to submit to the green building council, will 
you employ a green building consultant. Then 
goes on the actual design initiatives. You can ask 
the mechanical engineer if you  are going for an 
air cooled or water cooled system. If its air cooled 
you forget about getting a good green rating but 
you have a chance to get points with a water 
cooled system at a premium. Discussions start 
right on the outset in order to make the necessary 
provisions. 

You never get a brief in the traditional sense as 
taught academically. As a QS one needs to set 
out the brief as it comes down to money. When 
you set out a cost plan it sets out all the 
assumptions and allowances that need to be 
made and that formulates what the building will 
be. 

Should be led by engineers, if not the qs should 
prompt them 

How do you focus 
on sustainability 

is very client driven, from a QS point of view, 
we don’t look at sustainability realistically, we 
have met and dealt with certain issues on 
projects such as the taps and that’s something 
you advise the client on. Looking at a specific 
project, we are considering the cost point of 
view, how can we make the building more 
efficient and cheaper. There are a few things 
like you can save on your capital expenditure 
now or you can spend more now and increase 
the lifecycle of the building. There are a few 
things that one can actually determine at the 
start of the project. What does the lifecycle of 
the building say, in how many years will light 
bulbs, floor carpets etc. need to be replaced? 
It might be more worthwhile to put in more 
expensive product now but save on the 
lifecycle cost of the building whilst considering 
the payback period. Sustainable development 
should be dealt with on a constant basis, 
however we as QS’s are not really involved in 

Depends on the type of projects.  
Office – client will tell you or you will ask them is 
this a spec development i.e. you do not have a 
tenant in mind and in which case do you want to 
market it as a green building and do you think that 
will be a plus point to tenants. Whether or not you 
can charge an additional rental and typically you 
can’t as the market can accommodate. 
Comparing a green and non-green building at 
same price tenants will go for the green building 
due to reduced operating costs.  
If its an office building being built for a tenant, the 
may dictate their requirements. E,g. if it is a blue 
chip company they will define their requirements 
and the developer must comply. 
Shopping centre – not as well advanced in the 
retail as the commercial sector. There is not a big 
push from tenants saying we will only come into 
your building if it is a green rated building. 
Industrial – Similarly 
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most of the time. We are driven by client 
wants, does he want a green building, and 
does he want to go the accreditation route? 

Does correlate with the green rating tools from 
GBCSA that the office tool is most commonly 
used and the others are slowly developing. 
Parking garage how do you make it sustainable – 
deal with concrete mixes, led lighting, water 
harvesting, such things. You might not do a rating 
but it is good practice and it takes advantage of 
that opportunity.  
Thus dependent on the type of project and the 
role players. 
You can apply some of the tools to get points but 
it may not have an overall impact on the building. 
E.g. installing bike racks to get credits but no one
uses them because the tenant or the owner is not
really behind the initiative.

We getting a better response from building 
owners to build sustainable buildings but not 
necessarily needing to do a rating which is where 
we should be. The rating is nice but mainly a 
marketing tool. If you truly committed to 
sustainability you should not need that. 

How do you show 
client value 

there is a new market space for a new market 
leader in consultancy for sustainable 
developments. We need to understand the 
impact of sustainable building so that you are 
able to advise your client on whether the 
building will cost 5%, 10%, 15%, or 20% more 
to build a specific green star building. The 
client needs to know what they are in for, we 
need to understand the changes that need to 
go into buildings to achieve the specific green 
star ratings and put a cost to it and give advice. 
We as Qs’s facilitate it but there are 
consultants who deal with that on a constant 
basis. We can make mention that a type of tap 
is more efficient but it costs more or less, we 
can only speak on the cost aspect when 
presenting. Building orientation are the type 
things for architects and other consultants look 
at. With water and electricity, if it is a certain 
size of building you will need a certain amount 
of KVA coming in, supply cost is already fixed, 
the generation of that electricity is something 
you can look at. Are you going to put plants on 
the roof, are you going to use sustainable light 
fittings, light sensors? The mechanical and 
electrical consultants are experts in this area 
but we need to know the impact there is on 
cost. 

Its all about differentiating your services. As a qs, 
it adds value having experience working on a 
green building.  

Best ways to 
facilitate the 
implementation of 
sustainable 
designs in projects 

Perception are costs are driven up to increase 
fees, take it of the table completely. We play a 
massive role in compiling fees to get the point of 
fixed fees at the beginning. We can say that the 
tarrif is  a method to agree the fee, whether the 
cost goes up or down lets say 15% then there can 
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be an adjustment due to scope change. But you 
want to get to a point where the sensitivity around 
fees is off the table because if you suggesting to 
the client to spend 3% more on building costs to 
be sustainable, that ends up being a 6 to 7% 
increase. I think the way to do it would like the 
electrical and mechanical engineers is to do a 
lifecycle costing. For example showing that if you 
spend the typical minimum i.e. cheap as possible 
then calculate what the operating costs are going 
to be. Lets say it’s a house with a normal electric 
geyser no insulation in the roof underfloor heating 
in, no leds. Work out the consumption of the 
geyser, light fittings, heating elements. Now you 
say if you put insulation, solar geyser or heat 
pump, if you have a gas heating solution/wood 
fire, yes you are paying lets say 10% more 
upfront, but look at the payback. But if you start 
factoring in the uncertainties such as where the 
price of electricity is going and water, it only 
makes sense to spend the money upfront. 
Sometimes it can be an easier argument for a 
residential setting, in a commercial building it 
becomes harder. That being said those examples 
given are pretty much standard, you just would 
not put a new electric geyser in a new house or 
fluorescent lighting and never not put proper 
insulation. Already you are seing that but one 
needs to show the lifecycle costing. Even that 
sometimes is not enough for the client, particulary 
one that takes a 2 to 3 year outlook and wants to 
get out of the building and sell it. It’s difficult to get 
a payback in under 5 years but if you are holding 
a building for 10 years you get back in 5 years 
and theres big escalation on electrical costs then 
it becomes exponential. Sometimes you don’t 
even  need to do that but that’s the easiest way 
to show it from a financial point of view. You 
cannot just look at the capital cost of the building. 

Commercial viability showing a first year yield, if 
the first year yield gets sort of 8-9% then all the 
other financial parameters work i.e. NPV,IRR. So 
you don’t even need to do a discounted cashflow. 
If you did one you would see your increase in 
cash flows, your operating costs and instead of 
escalating they are either staying straight line or 
they might even start reducing. Its not really our 
core service but as a valuer it is something you 
could do to differentiate yourself and go further. 
But I think that is where the facilities management 
industry in SA is very young, its not a big thing. 
When we design buildings you don’t have a 
facilities management in team and they should 
be.  
In the project the clients FM team was involved 
right from the start. They said don’t give me that 
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lovely ceiling in the back of house areas, I want 
cromadek ceilings coz its easier to clean and 
wash it off, don’t give us fancy acoustic tiles or 
plasteboard ceiling, don’t care what it looks like, 
its about functionality. 

ideas for 
sustainable 
designs and 
specifications for 
sustainability 

I also attended the green star course that 
actually broadened my horizons quite a bit just 
to get an understanding of what it is all about. 
It has come from the Australian guide copied 
over to South African context. It was not our 
own initiative since most of it came from our 
Australian counterparts. That‘s basically 
where I got involved in it for the first time and 
then also we did the project where we had a 
green building consultant and he pointed out 
where the biggest costs would sit in terms of  
getting the necessary points to get the 
necessary accreditation. It gave us an idea of 
what it would cost to go into the sustainability 
side. I think that at the start of the project, the 
cost of sustainable building is always 
overstated as the costs of sustainability have 
come down quite dramatically. But also 
depends what you want to do, as you can do a 
five star building that will not cost you an arm 
and a leg. 

leading drivers to 
sustainability in 
projects 

it has opened up a new market for a specific 
consultancy. We as QS’s can help them in 
putting their budgets together on their 
sustainability items to achieve the required 
ratings. We are not the drivers, the M&E 
consultants are more drivers,, they may not 
have the cost aspect but they do understand 
what one can do to enable to reach a more 
suitable and viable building in terms of 
sustainability. 

leading barriers to 
sustainability in 
projects 

I think the barrier is on the cost but most the 
times cost is mostly overstated. Let me give 
you an example. It will cost about only 3% 
more and it is mostly on electricity and water 
and materials. In terms of cost there are 
decisions that can be made around that that 
can improve your costs as well. The leading 
barrier is cost but there is ways to get around 
it. There are so many guys marketing green 
projects out there, so there are bringing better 
prices. 

Cost.  
Western cape is more exposed. 
In the office environment there are limited 
tenants, there are many offices with high 
vacancies. A lot of supply not enough demand. In 
that environment how do you justify spending a 
premium when others might not. It all translates 
down to the rental. If there is one tenant in the 
market who has the option to rent at R180/m² or 
R165/m² he is either going to select the cheapest 
or he is going to be swayed to R180/m² 
eventhough he is paying more it’s a green 
building. But ideally you want both buildings at 
R165/m² then you choose the green building.  
Margins are tight for any developer. 
The most number of green buildings are ones 
owned by institutions in the long haul. 
Traditional developers are looking for shorter 
term returns. 
Govt and local authorites need to come in and 
offer rebates to developers that are going into 
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green buildings. There are opportunities for them 
to incentivise developers in any shape or form to 
develop sustainable buildings.  

Looking at current building standards one can 
achieve a 4 star rating which is good. But it is a 
stick approach rather than an incentive. Offer an 
opportunity to motivate developers. 

In this period of green revolution it takes time for 
products to be developed on mass in order for it 
not to come at a premium. E.g. when we put led 
lightings in the buildings we got innovation points 
for that now its pretty much standard and we 
talking 2, 3 years ago. You would not really put in 
a fluorescent lighting in an office. Market has 
developed to offer new technologies. 

knowledge of the 
client as a barrier 
Importance of 
sustainability 
Cost implications 
having green star 
rated buildings 

There is a recent upsurge in the market for 
green buildings. There are so many 
companies dealing with that. There are 
websites with all items e.g. green design 
initiatives which lists all the items which speak 
to your green star book. For instance lists 
paints with low VOC. Currently in the market, 
there is a lot of advice in the catalogues with 
alternative products that are approved in the 
green star realm. It makes it so much easier 
since you can compare prices right from the 
start even from the suppliers. I think it’s a lot 
easier since there are a lot of suppliers and 
more competitive pricing. 

There has not been a need to develop lifecycle 
costs to justify additional expenditure for 
sustainable features. Is it the responsibility of the 
QS to make that argument? It’s a great value to 
have but I would expect a green building 
consultant to do it. Its probably more important for 
mechanical electrical and green consultants to do 
that. If we do it as QS’s it  is a massive value. 

Project Specific Commercial offices 
5 Star green rated building 

5 Star as built. 
Capitalized on innovation points 
Led lighting 
Car charging points in  the parking 

Used local professionals 
Glass façade – local company 
Maximised use of local labour 

First the façade. Limiting the amount of heat 
into the building but because the floor plates of 
the building were so big it limited the impact of 
the façade. The bigger the building the more 
the less the square meters external façade you 
have per square meter floor thus brings down 
the component of the building down. What the 
architects achieved out of this was that they 
presented the big open floor spaces which 
helped to bring the area of the façade down 
which meant that they can go double glazing 

On this project the two major tenants. Adamant it 
had to be a 5 star green rated building design and 
as built. The client has a large property portolio 
and they recognise the importance. The second 
tenant are a banking institution with a different 
approach, they have a greater depth of 
knowledge of buildings and had a greater 
emphasis on facilities management. They are the 
facilities managers and they had specific 
requirements of what they had to have on the 
building which were based on sustainable 
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and fewer windows. You can therefore save on 
air conditioning and also on electricity 
consumption and size of chiller plant to be 
installed. There were a lot of things that had a 
knock on effect on the façade e.g. fewer 
sunscreens. The façade actually made the 
building. 

initiatives. They churn floors every 2 years so 
they actually gutting the whole floor doing a 
refresh and moving tenants around.  
A simple example if you put a fixed partitioning 
after 2 years you are breaking it down and 
disposing it, so they spent more money on 
demountable partitions that can be taken down, 
moved and arranged to suit a new tenancy. You 
probably don’t get a credit for that in the rating 
tool but that is a great example of a sustainable 
measure. For the client it is not a requirement that 
every building must be rated but that it be 
sustainable which is better than just chasing 
credits. 

QS role played in 
design stage 

Cost comparisons were carried out on the 
façade. Because the façade was not a cost 
driver, we never trimmed down on what the 
architects wanted. There were two products 
we had to look at, Hulabond for aluminum 
cladding on the outside and the other being a 
Rheinzink product. They had already decided 
they would go with a double glazing from the 
start, but that already covered the amount of 
light and heat that could get in but on the 
outside they considered rheinzink as the 
alternative. The product is 20% more 
expensive but has a longer lifespan than 
aluminum but looking back 20% on the final 
account of the aluminium would not had a big 
impact on the cost. The rheinzink was a 
proposal from the architects side stating that 
its scratch resistant, long life span than 
aluminium. But its one of those products that 
has not been used much so the client opted 
not to go for it he is not willing to pay a premium 
to be a dummy for the product. So we did a 
cost comparison of aluminium versus 
rheinzink but it did not impact on the glass Due 
to the big circumference of the building it 
meant that the cost per square meter of the 
façade came quite low. 

Lifecycle costing In terms of sustainability, not much action was 
required from our side. The green consultants 
needed to get all the submissions in for the 
green star 

Challenges Before construction, we received estimates 
from the sustainability engineers; they also 
needed to present and confirm with the client 
exactly what we they were going to do to reach 
the specific points. All the consultants were 
challenged to make sure that the budgets that 
they gave for all those specific points were 
achievable. The biggest cost components sit 
on the energy, greenhouse gas emissions, 
energy sub metering, etc. are the biggest cost 
drivers on the green star. It also works back to 
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your HVAC and then to water e.g. water 
meters and also occupant water. So that what 
you get from your shower and toilets and taps 
is efficiently used. 

During construction they maintained the rating and achieved the 
rating which is nice from the client’s side 
because they can sell this as a green space at 
a relatively high rental. And it gives all these 
benefits since the tenants who will come in will 
pay less in electricity and hvac consumption. 
During the process, it was also necessary for 
the contractor to indicate local sourcing of 
materials, where he gets steel and concrete, 
how much timber has being used that was one 
of the constant things. Did we minimalize PVC 
yes or no? There were some instances where 
the contractor at tender stage had crazy prices  
on sub ground HDPE pipes and we changed 
that back to concrete just because there was 
reason to spend that kind of money when there 
is a similar substitute being a concrete pipe, 
HDPE is not always the cheaper option but we 
used it in the plumbing pipes. The other was 
the timbers being used. We had to consistently 
monitor them on because there was a 
percentage we were trying to achieve on the 
natural and also the resalvage on SAP 
approved timbers. Outside  benches and seats 
were made with those FSC timbers and we 
had to work the architects issue on design they 
maintained the rating and achieved the rating 
which is nice from the client’s side because 
they can sell this as a green space at a 
relatively high rental. And it gives all these 
benefits since the tenants who will come in will 
pay less in electricity and hvac consumption. 
During the process, it is also necessary for the 
contractor to indicate local sourcing of 
materials, where he gets steel and concrete, 
how much timber has being used that was one 
of the constant things.  
Most of our fills, aggregates, concrete; most of 
the materials came locally. Timbers were local 
and reuse. 

the contractor has a certain number that he 
has to achieve and give a record back to the 
consultants. The whole green star 
specification was included in the document. 
Contractor was given the opportunity to price 
the items .The requirement for local labour 
formed also part of the contract document. On 
the green side we need to have all the 
documents to show what we did. 

By the time we finished the project which was 
scheduled in 2013, a 4 star rating wasn’t special. 
The client came in and said we have to make it a 
5 star and if we are really committed to 
sustainability then it must be a 5 star as built. We 
therefore looked at those initiative and we had 
already tendered the project and we now 
changing the terms, so there were extra costs. 
That’s when all the led lights came in and 
probably the biggest extra cost. There was a 
variation body sent to the client of about R10m 
which was not really that much in the bigger 
scheme. It likely brought the cost up by 1.5-2%. 
All the client bodies within that structure approved 
the additional costs and the initiatives then went 
ahead.  
We executed the project at a time in the market 
when it was very competitive  so we had very 
good results from the main contractor and 
subcontracts. So we were never really under 
much financial pressure on the project but that 
being said, the clients got a big saving back at the 
end of the project which they chose not to spend. 
Costs on the projects were strictly controlled but 
when we presented the green building spend they 
approved. 
The problem is in a different time in the market 
that may not have been able to afford it.  
Timing of the market made it easy to adopt green 
initiatives on the project.  
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Was the scope of 
the project clear 
from the start? 

Scope was clear. There were alternatives that 
were looked at from green consulting side 
there some things not feasible but we made 
some late scope changes such as atrium 
lighting which was one of the aspects which 
cost the client an additional R300, 000, which 
was an afterthought to get additional points to 
the required green star rating. 

It was clear that was going to be a green building. 
4 star then it changed to 5 star. Affects fee 
implications, contractor terms and conditions etc. 

Did stakeholders 
have a short term 
or long term focus 
on the project? 

Long term focus. I think again it sells to 
corporate clients these days. Corporate clients 
these days want to be in green spaces so that 
they are seen as socially responsible. 

Long term focus. 
Institution 1 was focused on sustainability on all 
projects they put in the market 
Institution 2 given that it was going to be their 
headquarters for the next 20 years it made sense 
to have a sustainability. 

What was the cost 
of the project and 
do you think the 
initial budget was 
sufficient? 

Initial budget sufficient 

Challenges challenges will be in double accounting. You 
will get budgets from the mechanical and 
electrical and they will already allow for green 
star items in their design to a certain extent. 
Then you get the green star consultants who 
will bring in their budget, where he allows for 
basically the same thing the electrical and 
mechanical engineers are providing. They do 
not speak to one another. Our challenge is to 
make sure that the budget is not inflated by 
information from other consultants and also 
keeping the guys on their toes. In specifying, a 
certain product they may have implications on 
the project program For example the M&E and 
green star consultant may not have an 
understanding the building programme, lead 
times and when what is required to be 
procured to be able to make the set dates. The 
challenges will be double accounting of the 
budgets presented by consultants, and all of a 
sudden being a green star they forget that they 
do best practice in any case and that most of 
the things are already there. Secondly, 
between the green star consultant, M&E 
consultants, there is not always a conversation 
upfront. There is also a risk of specifying a 
product to achieve a certain rating but not 
making sure it is available locally affecting lead 
times and other factors  e.g increasing other 
costs like P&G’s. 

I think its clear communication from the start. 
Use clear budgets and also understand what 
is in there don’t just include items without 
challenging it. Which we did with the 
mechanical and electrical engineer. We asked 
them what their design was going to be as their 
costs came in extraordinarily high at about 
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R2000/m2 which was not realistic for the 
system the client wanted to use. Just sitting 
down with the other guys and making sure 
what they have budgeted for is sufficient. The 
client also has to understand what the design 
is as they usually don’t especially when it 
comes to HVAC and electrical point of view. 
What will they see when they come in.  Is there 
a certain blocks that will be metered 
separately, has flexibility been allowed for to 
accommodate different type of tenants? Those 
were some of the challenges on the client side. 

Lessons learnt making sure that the green star and the 
services consultants understand what the 
client wants. Incorporate it into the budget 
accurately and also not having double 
accounting. On green star projects, 
consultants sometimes are unsure of costs 
and just allow numbers and all of a sudden you 
price yourself out of the market and not 
become viable. At the end of the day you can 
construct for a lot less. Second being involved 
in such developments, it gives you insights to 
use in the next one. We can add value towards 
the client from the start. You will understand 
what goes in and pricing and budgeting for the 
next project will be much easier. You actually 
know what to budget for and also not go over 
the top based on a certain project and you are 
aware of what goes into it. You will be able to 
defend your assumptions on new estimates 
from lessons learnt on such projects. 




